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THE FIBER OF THE CYCLOTOMIC TRACE FOR THE SPHERE
SPECTRUM
ANDREW J. BLUMBERG AND MICHAEL A. MANDELL
Abstract. Let p ∈ Z be an odd prime. We identify the homotopy type of
the homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic trace for the sphere spectrum in terms
of the algebraic K-theory of Z. To do this, we prove a spectral version of
Tate-Poitou duality for the algebraic K-theory spectra of number rings with
p inverted. This identifies the homotopy type of the fiber of the cyclotomic
trace K(OF )
∧
p → TC(OF )
∧
p after taking a suitably connective cover. As a
further application, we prove a conjecture of Calegari about the completed
cohomology of congruence subgroups.
Introduction
The h-cobordism theorem of Smale states that for a simply-connected smooth
manifold M of dimension ≥ 5, every h-cobordism is diffeomorphic to the trivial
h-cobordismM × [0, 1]. When the simple-connectivity condition is relaxed, there is
an obstruction to an h-cobordism being trivial; the s-cobordism theorem of Barden,
Mazur, and Stallings identifies the obstruction in terms of Whitehead torsion, which
lives in a quotient of the algebraic K-group K1(Z[π1M ]). Hatcher took the per-
spective that the s-cobordism theorem should be regarded as the isomorphism on
components induced from an algebraic description of a space of h-cobordisms; this
was the subject of his stable parametrized h-cobordism theorem. Work of Hatcher
and Igusa established comparisons between stable pseudo-isotopy theory, the stable
concordance space, and a topologized space of h-cobordisms. Waldhausen outlined
a different proof of the stable parametrized h-cobordism theorem (now fleshed out
with Jahren and Rognes in [47]) that relates the space of h-cobordisms to algebraic
K-theory.
Specifically, Waldhausen constructed a homotopy functor called “the algebraic
K-theory of the space M” as the algebraic K-theory of a ring spectrum enhancing
the group ring Z[π1M ]. Regarding the based loop space ΩM as a generalization of
a group and the sphere spectrum S as an enhanced form of ring, one can form the
spherical group ring S[ΩM ] = Σ∞+ ΩM . The spherical group ring has the property
that π0 is the group ring Z[π1M ], but it is more closely related to the homotopy
type of M when M is not aspherical (and has the same relationship to Z[π1M ]
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as S has to Z when M is aspherical). Waldhausen’s work identifies the stable h-
cobordism space as the underlying infinite loop space of the fiber of an assembly
map K(S)∧M+ → K(S[M ]) forM a PL-manifold. When M is a smooth manifold,
the composite map S∧M+ → K(S[M ]) splits and the underlying infinite loop space
of the complementary summand is the smooth Whitehead space; its double loop
space is the space of stable concordances.
The most basic example of the algebraic K-theory of a manifold arises when we
take M = Dn. In this case, the spherical group ring is just the sphere spectrum S
and Waldhausen’s algebraicK-theory is K(S), the algebraicK-theory of the sphere
spectrum. The problem of providing a description of the homotopy type of K(S)
has motivated lots of interesting work in algebraic K-theory over the past thirty
years.
Our understanding of algebraic K-theory of ring spectra has been shaped by
the introduction of trace methods. Bo¨kstedt, Hsiang, and Madsen constructed a
topological version of negative cyclic homology, topological cyclic homology (TC),
and a Chern character K → TC, the cyclotomic trace. Topological cyclic homol-
ogy is approachable using the methods of equivariant stable homotopy theory; for
example, trace methods were used to great effect by Hesselholt and Madsen to
calculate the algebraic K-theory of rings in characteristic p and of local fields and
their integers [26, 27, 28] and by Rognes to understand the homotopy type of K(S)
at regular primes [41, 42].
The lesson of Rognes’ work is that the central question involved in understanding
the homotopy type of K(S) is understanding the homotopy fiber of the p-completed
cyclotomic trace τ : K(S)∧p → TC(S)
∧
p ; we denote this p-completed homotopy fiber
as Fib(τ). Building on work of Goodwillie and McCarthy, a basic theorem of
Dundas provides a homotopy cartesian square
K(S)∧p //

K(Z)∧p

TC(S)∧p // TC(Z)
∧
p ,
where the maps K(S) → K(Z) and TC(S) → TC(Z) are the linearization maps
induced by the zeroth Postnikov section. This identifies Fib(τ) also as the homotopy
fiber of cyclotomic trace K(Z)∧p → TC(Z)
∧
p , which (as we explain below) we can
study using arithmetic methods. The result is that we can describe Fib(τ) in
terms of Brown-Comenetz (or Anderson) duality andK(1)-localization (whereK(1)
denotes the first Morava K-theory spectrum at the prime p). The Zp-Anderson
dual IZpX of a p-complete spectrum X may be constructed as the derived function
spectrum F (X, IZpS) where IZpS is the p-completion of the desuspension of the
Brown-Comenetz dual of the sphere spectrum
IZpS = (Σ
−1IQ/ZS)
∧
p .
The Brown-Comenetz dual of the sphere spectrum IQ/ZS represents the Pontryagin
dual of π0:
[X, IQ/ZS] ∼= Hom(π0X,Q/Z)
for any spectrum X (where [−,−] denotes maps in the stable category). We identify
Fib(τ) as follows.
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Main Theorem. Let p be an odd prime. The connective cover of the homotopy
fiber Fib(τ) of the cyclotomic trace K(S)∧p → TC(S)
∧
p is canonically weakly equiva-
lent to the connective cover of Σ−1IZp(LK(1)K(Z)).
The weak equivalence of the previous theorem is the connective cover of a weak
equivalence LK(1) Fib(τ) → Σ
−1IZp(LK(1)K(Z)) constructed as follows. The map
K(Z)∧p → TC(Z)
∧
p is a map of commutative S-algebras (E∞ ring spectra) and so
the homotopy fiber Fib(τ) has a canonical K(Z)∧p -module structure that induces a
LK(1)K(Z)-module structure on LK(1) Fib(τ). The composite of the multiplication
and a canonical map in the stable category LK(1) Fib(τ) → Σ
−1IZpS induce a
pairing
LK(1)K(Z) ∧ LK(1) Fib(τ) −→ LK(1) Fib(τ) −→ Σ
−1IZpS
that then induces the map
LK(1) Fib(τ) −→ F (LK(1)K(Z),Σ
−1IZpS) = Σ
−1IZpLK(1)K(Z).
We discuss the map LK(1) Fib(τ)→ Σ
−1IZpS in Section 1.
Although phrased in terms of the cyclotomic trace, the Main Theorem has a
purely K-theoretic interpretation. Hesselholt-Madsen [27] shows that the comple-
tion map TC(Z)∧p → TC(Zp)
∧
p is a weak equivalence and the cyclotomic trace
K(Zp)
∧
p → TC(Zp)
∧
p is a connective cover. It follows that the connective cover of
the homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic trace is weakly equivalent to the homotopy
fiber of the completion map K(Z)∧p → K(Zp)
∧
p . Quillen’s localization sequence for
Z→ Z[ 1p ] and Zp → Qp,
K(Z/p) //
id

K(Z) //

K(Z[ 1p ])
//

Σ · · ·
K(Z/p) // K(Zp) // K(Qp) // Σ · · ·
displays the inner square as a homotopy pullback square, which implies that the
homotopy fiber of the completion map K(Z)→ K(Zp) is weakly equivalent to the
homotopy fiber of the completion map K(Z[ 1p ])→ K(Qp). The (affirmed) Quillen-
Lichtenbaum conjecture [48, VI.8.2] then implies that the maps
K(Z[ 1p ])
∧
p −→ LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ]), K(Qp)
∧
p −→ LK(1)K(Qp),
are weak equivalences after taking 1-connected covers. Looking in low dimen-
sions, K(Z[ 1p ])
∧
p → LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ]) is actually a connective cover, while K(Qp)
∧
p →
LK(1)K(Qp) induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups in degrees > 0 and
an injection in degree 0. It then follows that the (connective) homotopy fiber of
K(Z[ 1p ])
∧
p → K(Qp)
∧
p is weakly equivalent to the connective cover of the homotopy
fiber of LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ])→ LK(1)K(Qp).
Our identification of this homotopy fiber is a consequence of a general K-
theoretic duality theorem for number fields related to Tate-Poitou duality. Tate-
Poitou duality describes the relationship between the e´tale cohomology of S-integers
in number fields and their completions in terms of a long exact sequence where the
third term is a Pontryagin dual related to the first term. In the most basic case,
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for p > 2 a prime in Z and a number field F , we get a long exact sequence
0 // H0e´t(OF [
1
p ];Zp(k))
//
∏
ν|p
H0e´t(Fν ;Zp(k))
// (H2e´t(OF [
1
p ],Qp/Zp(1− k)))
∗
=<:;
?>❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
()
// H1e´t(OF [
1
p ];Zp(k))
//
∏
ν|p
H1e´t(Fν ;Zp(k))
// (H1e´t(OF [
1
p ],Qp/Zp(1− k)))
∗
=<:;
?>❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
()
// H2e´t(OF [
1
p ];Zp(k))
//
∏
ν|p
H2e´t(Fν ;Zp(k))
// (H0e´t(OF [
1
p ],Qp/Zp(1− k)))
∗ // 0
where H∗e´t(−;Zp(k)) denotes Jannsen’s continuous e´tale cohomology [30], OF de-
notes the ring of integers, Fν denotes completion at the prime ν, and (−)
∗ denotes
Pontryagin dual. The Main Theorem is a special case of a spectrum-level K-
theoretic version of Tate-Poitou duality encoding the behavior of the completion
map in the algebraic K-theory of rings of integers in number fields.
Thomason’s work [46] on the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture relates the e´tale
cohomology groups in the above sequence to the homotopy groups of the K(1)-
localization of algebraic K-theory spectra. Specifically, Thomason’s descent spec-
tral sequence [46, Theorem 4.1] (see also [ibid., App. A]) gives canonical isomor-
phisms
πn(LK(1)K(R)) ∼=
{
H0e´t(R;Zp(
n
2 ))⊕H
2
e´t(R;Zp(
n
2 + 1)) n even
H1e´t(R;Zp(
n+1
2 )) n odd
for R = OF [1/p] or Fν . Letting MQp/Zp denote the Moore spectrum for Qp/Zp,
Thomason’s descent spectral sequence also gives non-canonical isomorphisms
πn(LK(1)K(R)∧MQp/Zp)
∼=
{
H0e´t(R;Qp/Zp(
n
2 ))⊕H
2
e´t(R;Qp/Zp(
n
2 + 1)) n even
H1e´t(R;Qp/Zp(
n+1
2 )) n odd
for R = OF [1/p]. Algebraically, we can then use these isomorphisms to rewrite the
Tate-Poitou sequence (non-canonically) as the long exact sequence
· · · → (π−1−n(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧MQp/Zp))
∗
=<:;
?>❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
()
//❵ πnLK(1)K(OF [
1
p ])
//
∏
πnLK(1)K(Fν)→ · · ·
with the first term (on the left) the homotopy groups of the K(1)-localization of
K(OF [1/p]) and the second term the homotopy groups of the product of the K(1)-
localizations of the K-theory of the completed fields. We can interpret the third
term as the homotopy groups of a spectrum as well, using Brown-Comenetz or
Anderson duality:
π−1−n(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧MQp/Zp))
∗ ∼= πn(Σ
−1IQ/Z(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧MQp/Zp))
∼= πn(Σ
−1IZpLK(1)K(OF [
1
p ])),
where as above IQ/Z denotes the Brown-Comenetz dual and IZp denotes the Zp-
Anderson dual. The following theorem lifts this exact sequence to a cofiber sequence
on the spectrum level and makes the maps canonical.
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Theorem (K-Theoretic Tate-Poitou Duality). Let p > 2 be a prime number. Let
F be a number field, OF its ring of integers, and S the set of primes of OF above
p. For ν ∈ S, write Fν for the ν-completion of F . The homotopy fiber Fib(κ) of
the completion map in K(1)-local algebraic K-theory
κ : LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) −→
∏
ν∈S
LK(1)K(Fν)
is weakly equivalent to
Σ−1IQ/Z(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧MQp/Zp) ≃ Σ
−1IZpLK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]).
The weak equivalence Fib(κ)→ Σ−1IZpLK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) is adjoint to the map
LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧ Fib(κ) −→ Σ
−1IZpS
induced by the LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ])-module structure map LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧ Fib(κ) →
Fib(κ) and a canonical map
Fib(κ) −→ Σ−1IZpS.
The previous theorem establishes a global arithmetic duality for algebraic K-
theory. Clausen’s MIT thesis [15] contains work in this direction; in particular,
Clausen produces a duality map of a similar type to the one in the previous theorem
(with different details), presumably related through Gross-Hopkins duality. Work
in progress of Schlank and Stojanoska [43] establishes arithmetic duality results for
a much wider range of theories.
The previous theorem has interesting consequences for work of Calegari and
Emerton [12, 14, 13, 22] on the completed (co)homology of congruence subgroups
of a number field (as part of the study of the p-adic Langlands program). The
paper [12] specifically relates the completed cohomology of congruence subgroups
to the homotopy fiber of the completion map on algebraic K-theory. The K-
theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem above implies in the affirmative a conjecture
of Calegari [12, 1.5] regarding the homotopy groups of this fiber; the affirmed
conjecture sharpens some of his explicit calculations and also shows that the fiber
of the cyclotomic trace can be identified as a spectrum-level lift of the completed
cohomology. We discuss this further in Section 4.
We stated the consequences of the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem for
the homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic trace for S and therefore for Z above. In fact,
most of the discussion applies more generally to identify the homotopy fiber of the
cyclotomic trace for a number ring OF . As above, let S denote the set of primes of
OF lying above p and for each ν ∈ S, write Rν for the completion of OF . We have
Quillen’s localization sequence for OF → OF [1/p] and
∏
Rν →
∏
Fν ,∨
ν∈S
K(OF /ν) //
∼=

K(OF ) //

K(OF [
1
p ])
//

Σ · · ·
∨
ν∈S
K(Rν/ν) // K(
∏
ν∈S
Rν) // K(
∏
ν∈S
Fν) // Σ · · · ,
which identifies the homotopy fiber of the completion map K(OF ) → K(
∏
Rν)
as weakly equivalent to the homotopy fiber of the completion map K(OF [1/p])→
K(
∏
Fν). Each OF /ν is a finite field of characteristic p, and so K(OF /ν)
∧
p is an
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Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum. The Quillen localization sequence then implies that
the map LK(1)K(OF )→ LK(1)K(OF [1/p]) is a weak equivalence. Since∏
Rν ∼= (OF )
∧
p
∼= OF ⊗ Zp,
Hesselholt-Madsen [27, Add. 6.2] shows that the map TC(OF )
∧
p → TC(
∏
Rν)
∧
p
is a weak equivalence. Hesselholt-Madsen [27, Theorem D] shows that the map
K(
∏
Rν)
∧
p → TC(
∏
Rν)
∧
p is a connective cover. Applying the K-theoretic Tate-
Poitou theorem above and the (affirmed) Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture, we ob-
tain the following corollary.
Corollary. Let F be a number field and let p ∈ Z be an odd prime. Then there is
a canonical map in the stable category from the homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic
trace K(OF )
∧
p → TC(OF )
∧
p to Σ
−1IZp(LK(1)K(OF )) that induces an isomorphism
on homotopy groups in dimensions ≥ 2.
We have more to say on the fiber of the cyclotomic traceK(S)∧p → TC(S)
∧
p , which
we have put in Sections 2–3, after we discuss the construction of the canonical map
Fib(κ) → Σ−1IZpS in Section 1. We also include more details on the connection
to the completed homology of congruence subgroups in Section 4. The proof of
the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem occupies Sections 5–9. The argument
recasts Fib(κ), the homotopy fiber of the localized completion map, as e´tale hyper-
cohomology of an appropriate presheaf of symmetric spectra and compares (via a
version of Thomason’s descent spectral sequence [46, 4.1]) the K(1)-localized K-
theory pairing with the cup product paring in e´tale hypercohomology that induces
classical Tate-Poitou duality. Section 5 provides the preliminaries needed on the
K-theory presheaf and reviews some aspects of the hypercohomology of presheaves
of symmetric spectra. Section 6 does the actual comparison of Fib(κ) with the
hypercohomology spectrum and Section 7 then proves the theorem using a spectral
sequence constructed and studied in Section 8. Section 9 is a technical section that
constructs a functorial monoidal version of the Whitehead tower used in Section 8
to compare the pairings. The final section proves a folk theorem used in Section 1.
Conventions. We describe here our general conventions for working in the stable
category throughout the paper. Later sections involve presheaves of symmetric
spectra, and we set out more conventions for working with presheaves and the
K-theory functor in Section 5.
Except in the introduction (above), we write “∧” for the point-set smash product
of symmetric spectra and “∧L” for the derived smash product in the stable category,
partly as a reminder that we are working in the stable category. In the introduction,
all occurrences of “∧” denote the derived smash product. Throughout the paper,
we write F (X,−) for the right adjoint of the derived smash product (−) ∧ X ; we
have no call to use the corresponding point-set functor in this paper.
Some of the calculations in Sections 1–3 involves precise accounting for some
difficult signs. For this we use the following conventions: Suspension is (−) ∧ S1
and cone is (−) ∧ I, where in the latter case we use 1 as the basepoint. Cofiber
sequences are sequences isomorphic (in the stable category) to Puppe sequences
formed in the usual way using this suspension and cone. A cofiber sequence leads
to a long exact sequence of homotopy groups; we use the sign convention that
for a map f : A → B, the connecting map πnCf → πn−1A in the long exact
sequence of homotopy groups is (−1)nσ−1n composed with the Puppe sequence map
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πnCf → πnΣA, where σn denotes the suspension isomorphism πn−1A → πnΣA.
(Consideration of the example of standard cells explains the desirability of the sign.)
We form the homotopy fiber Fib(f) of a map f using the space of paths starting
from the basepoint; we then have a canonical map ΣFib(f)→ Cf in the usual way
(using the suspension coordinate to follow the path and then follow the cone). We
switch between fiber sequences and cofiber sequences at will, using the convention
that for the fiber sequence
ΩB
δ
−→ Fib(f)
φ
−→ A
f
−→ B,
the sequence
Fib(f)
φ
−→ A
f
−→ B
−Σδ◦ǫ−1
−−−−−−→ ΣFib(f)
is a cofiber sequence where ǫ : ΣΩB → B is the counit of the Σ/Ω adjunction. For
the long exact sequence of homotopy groups associated to a fiber sequence, we use
the long exact sequence of homotopy groups of the associated cofiber sequence.
In terms of the fiber sequence displayed above, the connecting map πn+1B →
πn Fib(f) is the composite of the canonical isomorphism πn+1B ∼= πnΩB and the
map (−1)nπnδ.
For a cofiber sequence
A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C
h
−→ ΣA
and a fixed spectrum X , the sequence
ΩF (A,X)
−h∗
−−−→ F (C,X)
g∗
−−→ F (B,X)
f∗
−−→ F (A,X)
is a fiber sequence and
F (C,X)
g∗
−−→ F (B,X)
f∗
−−→ F (A,X)
h∗
−−→ ΣF (C,X)
is a cofiber sequence.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank Bill Dwyer, Mike Hopkins, Lars Hessel-
holt, John Rognes, and Matthias Strauch for helpful conversations, and the Haus-
dorff Research Institute for Mathematics for its hospitality while some of this work
was done. This draft was improved by comments from Calvin Woo and several
anonymous referees.
1. K-theoretic local duality and the construction of the canonical
map Fib(κ)→ Σ−1IZpS
The Tate-Poitou duality theorem in global arithmetic derives from a much easier
local duality theorem. We have a corresponding K-theoretic local duality theorem,
which is also much easier at least in the sense that it requires no new tools to prove
(and is well-known to experts). We state and prove the K-theoretic local duality
theorem in this section, deducing it from the local duality theorem in arithmetic.
The argument is parallel to the argument used in Sections 7 to prove theK-theoretic
Tate-Poitou duality theorem and explains the construction of the canonical map
Fib(κ) → Σ−1IZpS, which is characterized by its relationship to a corresponding
map LK(1)K(Qp)→ IZpS in the K-theoretic local duality of Qp.
In arithmetic, local duality is an isomorphism
Hie´t(k;M)
∼=
−→ (H2−ie´t (k;M
∗(1)))∗
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where k is the field of fractions of a complete discrete valuation ring whose residue
field is finite (e.g., a finite extension of Qp), M is a finite Galois module, and (−)
∗
denotes the Pontryagin dual. The map is induced by the cup product pairing
Hie´t(k;M)⊗H
2−i
e´t (k;M
∗(1)) −→ H2e´t(k;M ⊗M
∗(1)) −→ H2e´t(k,Q/Z(1))
and a canonical map
H2e´t(k,Q/Z(1))
∼=
−→ H2e´t(k,Gm)
∼=
−→ Q/Z
given by the Hasse invariant. Letting M = Z/pn(j) and taking the limit n → ∞,
we get an isomorphism
Hie´t(k;Zp(j))
∼= (H2−ie´t (k;Qp/Zp(1− j)))
∗
(where the group on the left is Jannsen’s continuous e´tale cohomology).
For K-theory, the E∞ multiplication induces a map
LK(1)K(k) ∧
L LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp −→ LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp
and we have a canonical map
(1.1) LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp −→ IQ/ZS
essentially induced by the Hasse invariant as follows. Such a map is uniquely
determined by specifying a homomorphism
π0(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp) −→ Q/Z.
Thomason’s descent spectral sequence puts π0(LK(1)K(k)∧
LMQp/Zp) into a canon-
ical short exact sequence
0 −→ H2e´t(k;Qp/Zp(1)) −→ π0(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp) −→ H
0
e´t(k;Qp/Zp) −→ 0
which is canonically split by the map Qp/Zp = H
0
e´t(k;Qp/Zp)→ π0(LK(1)K(k)∧
L
MQp/Zp) induced by the unit S → K(k). Combining this with the Hasse invariant
gives a canonical map
π0(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp) −→ H
2
e´t(k;Qp/Zp(1)) −→ H
2
e´t(k;Gm) −→ Q/Z.
Theorem 1.2 (K-Theoretic Local Duality). Let k be the field of fractions of a
complete discrete valuation ring whose residue field is finite. The map
LK(1)K(k) −→ IQ/Z(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp) ≃ IZp(LK(1)K(k))
adjoint to the composite map
LK(1)K(k) ∧
L LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp −→ IQ/ZS
described above is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Because LK(1)K(k) and IZp(LK(1)K(k)) are both p-complete, it suffices to
check that the map is a weak equivalence after taking the derived smash product
with the mod p Moore spectrum Mp, or equivalently taking the homotopy cofiber
of multiplication by p. Using the canonical weak equivalence
IQ/Z(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp)/p ≃ IQ/Z(LK(1)K(k)/p),
the induced map
LK(1)K(k)/p −→ IQ/Z(LK(1)K(k)/p)
is adjoint to the composite map
LK(1)K(k)/p∧
LLK(1)K(k)/p −→ LK(1)K(k)/p −→ LK(1)K(k)∧
LMQp/Zp −→ IQ/ZS
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induced by the E∞ pairing on LK(1)K(k) and the usual pairing Mp ∧
L Mp →Mp
for the first map and by the usual inclusion of Mp in MQp/Zp for the second map.
Thus, it suffices to check that the pairing above induces a perfect pairing
πq(LK(1)K(k)/p)⊗ π−q(LK(1)K(k)/p) −→ Q/Z.
It is folklore that Thomason’s descent spectral sequence [46, 4.1] is multiplicative
with the multiplication on the E2-term induced by the cup product in e´tale coho-
mology; we give a proof of this in Theorem 7.1 below (see also Remark 8.2). We
therefore have a perfect pairing on the E2 = E∞-term by local duality in arith-
metic, and it follows that we have a perfect pairing on homotopy groups (cf. Propo-
sition 7.6). 
The proof of the globalK-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem in Section 7 fol-
lows the same general outline as the proof of the local duality theorem above, except
instead of using the multiplication on a single K(1)-localized K-theory spectrum,
we study the pairing of LK(1)K(OF [1/p]) with Fib(κ). The proof above studies the
pairing in terms of e´tale cohomology and the first issue in the global case is finding
an (up to filtration) e´tale cohomological interpretation of π∗ Fib(κ); we do this in
Section 6. While local duality is usually stated in terms of the cup product (as re-
viewed above), the global case is most conveniently written in terms of the Yoneda
product on Ext. The remainder of the proof of the global case fills in the technical
details of the pairing on Thomason’s descent spectral sequence and identifies the
pairing on the E2-term both in terms of the cup product (in general) and in terms
of the Yoneda product for the specific pairing in the global case; see Theorems 7.1
and 7.2.
In local duality, the map π0(LK(1)K(k) ∧
L MQp/Zp) → Q/Z comes from the
Hasse invariant isomorphism H2e´t(k;Q/Z(1))
∼= Q/Z, or in terms of p-torsion, the
isomorphism H2e´t(k;Qp/Zp(1))
∼= Qp/Zp. For global duality, the map is related
to the Albert-Brauer-Hasse-Noether sequence for OF [1/p]: the p-torsion version of
this sequence takes the form of an exact sequence
0 −→ H2e´t(OF [
1
p ];Qp/Zp(1)) −→
∏
ν∈S
H2e´t(Fν ;Qp/Zp(1)) −→ Qp/Zp −→ 0
where S is the set of primes lying above p and p > 2. Looking at the map of short
exact sequences from Thomason’s descent spectral sequence
0

0

H2e´t(OF [
1
p ];Qp/Zp(1))

//
∏
H2e´t(Fν ;Qp/Zp(1))

π0(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧
L MQp/Zp)

//
∏
π0(LK(1)K(Fν) ∧
L MQp/Zp)

H0e´t(OF [
1
p ];Qp/Zp)

//
∏
H0e´t(Fν ;Qp/Zp)

0 0
we get a canonical map from Qp/Zp to the cokernel
C = coker(π0(LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) ∧
L MQp/Zp) −→ π0(
∏
LK(1)K(Fν) ∧
L MQp/Zp)).
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This and the long exact sequence on homotopy groups gives us a canonical map
from Qp/Zp to π−1(Fib(κ) ∧
L MQp/Zp).
Theorem 1.3. The canonical map Qp/Zp → π−1(Fib(κ) ∧
L MQp/Zp) is a split
injection and has a unique retraction that commutes with the K-theory transfer
associated to inclusions of number fields.
Proof. First we note that the K-theory transfer associated to the inclusion of num-
ber fields extends to a well-defined map in the stable category on Fib(κ): For
F ⊂ E an inclusion of number fields, OE [1/p] is a finitely generated projective
OF [1/p]-module and we have an associated K-theory transfer map K(OE [1/p])→
K(OF [1/p]) induced by regarding a finitely generated projective OE [1/p]-module
as a finitely generated projective OF [1/p]-module. For the p-completions
OE ⊗Qp ∼=
∏
ν∈SE
Eν , OF ⊗Qp ∼=
∏
ν∈SF
Fν ,
we have an associated K-theory transfer map and in the standard models for K-
theory (see Section 5), the diagram
K(OE [
1
p ])
//

K(OE ⊗Qp)

K(OF [
1
p ])
// K(OF ⊗Qp)
commutes up to canonical homotopy since for a finitely generated projectiveOE [1/p]-
module P , the underlying (OF ⊗ Qp)-module of P ⊗ Qp is canonically isomorphic
to the underlying OF [1/p]-module of P tensored with Qp. This is enough structure
to specify a canonical map in the stable category on the homotopy fibers.
Uniqueness is clear because in the case F = Q, the inclusion of Qp/Zp in
π−1(Fib(κ) ∧
L MQp/Zp) is an isomorphism. To see this note that the map from
Qp/Zp to the cokernel C is an isomorphism (because the map
H0(Z[1/p];Qp/Zp) −→ H
0(Qp;Qp/Zp)
is an isomorphism) and the inclusion of the cokernel C in π−1(Fib(κ) ∧
L MQp/Zp)
from the long exact sequence of homotopy groups is surjective because the map
π−1(LK(1)K(Z[1/p]) ∧
L MQp/Zp) −→ π−1(LK(1)K(Qp) ∧
L MQp/Zp)
is injective (because the map H1(Z[1/p];Qp/Zp)→ H
1(Qp;Qp/Zp) is injective due
to abelianized Galois group considerations, or see Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.3
below).
For existence of the splitting, since Q is initial among number fields, we just
need to know that for an inclusion of number fields F ⊂ E, the diagram
Qp/Zp //
id

CE

Qp/Zp // CF
commutes where CE and CF are the cokernels C associated to E and F above
and the map is induced by the K-theory transfer. Because H2e´t(Fν ;Qp/Zp(1))
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is the p-torsion in H2e´t(Fν ;Gm), the basic properties of a class formation (q.v.
Proposition 1(ii) in [45, XI§2]) imply that it is enough to see that the diagram
H2e´t(OE ⊗Qp;Qp/Zp(1))
//

π0(LK(1)(OE ⊗Qp) ∧
L MQp/Zp)

H2e´t(OF ⊗Qp;Qp/Zp(1))
// π0(LK(1)(OF ⊗Qp) ∧
L MQp/Zp)
commutes where the left vertical map is the transfer in e´tale cohomology. This
follows from the folklore theorem that the K-theory transfer for Galois extensions
induces the e´tale cohomology transfer on the E2-page of Thomason’s descent spec-
tral sequence; see Theorem 10.1. 
Applying the previous theorem, the composite of the canonical map π−1(Fib(κ)∧
L
MQp/Zp)→ Qp/Zp with the inclusion of p-torsion Qp/Zp → Q/Z specifies a canon-
ical map
(1.4) Fib(κ) ∧L MQp/Zp −→ Σ
−1IQ/ZS.
Adjoint to this map is the canonical map
(1.5) uOF : Fib(κ) −→ F (MQp/Zp ,Σ
−1IQ/ZS) ≃ Σ
−1IZpS
in the statement of the Main Theorem and the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality
theorem. In particular, we have constructed uOF to be compatible with the corre-
sponding map
(1.6) vFν : LK(1)K(Fν) −→ IZpS
for local duality adjoint to the map (1.1) (for k = Fν). They are compatible in the
sense that vFν is the composite
LK(1)K(Fν) −→ ΣFib(κ)
ΣuOF−−−−→ ΣΣ−1IZpS
∼= IZpS,
where the first map is a component of the map∏
ν∈S
LK(1)K(Fν) −→ ΣFib(κ)
in the cofiber sequence (associated to the fiber sequence) defining Fib(κ).
2. The homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic trace
In principle, the Main Theorem identifies the homotopy type of the homotopy
fiber of the cyclotomic trace, but in general, the homotopy type of LK(1)K(Z) is
not well-understood. Nevertheless, combining results of Dwyer-Mitchell [20], [8]
with the work above (and the work in [6, §5]), we get a pretty good picture of the
cofiber sequence
(2.1) Fib(τ) −→ K(Z)∧p −→ TC(Z)
∧
p −→ ΣFib(τ)
for all odd primes and a very good picture of it for odd primes that satisfy the
Kummer-Vandiver condition (see below). By the affirmed Quillen-Lichtenbaum
conjecture, little is lost by working with the K(1)-local sequence
(2.2) Fib(κ) −→ LK(1)K(Z) −→ LK(1)K(Zp) −→ ΣFib(κ)
that is closer to the arithmetic, and so we work mostly in the K(1)-local setting.
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We begin by reviewing notation for some of the basic building blocks of K(1)-
local spectra. Let KU∧p denote p-completed complex periodic K-theory, and let L
denote the Adams summand:
KU∧p ≃ L ∨ Σ
2L ∨ · · · ∨ Σ2p−4L.
Let J = LK(1)S. If we choose an integer l which multiplicatively generates the units
of Z/p2, then J is weakly equivalent to the homotopy fiber of 1 − ψl : L → L for
the Adams operation ψl. In deducing p-complete results from K(1)-local results,
we write ku∧p , ℓ, and j for the connective covers respectively of KU
∧
p , L, and J .
The main theorem of Dwyer-Mitchell [20] (as reinterpreted in [6, §2]) splits
LK(1)K(Z) canonically as a certain wedge of K(1)-local spectra
LK(1)K(Z) ≃ J ∨ Y0 ∨ · · · ∨ Yp−2,
where Yi is characterized by the property that L
∗(Yi) is concentrated in degrees
congruent to 2i + 1 mod 2(p − 1) with L2i+1(Yi) defined as an L
0L-module in
terms of a certain abelian Galois group. Because L2i+1(Yi) is a finitely generated
L0L-module of projective dimension 1, Yi is the homotopy fiber of a map between
wedges of copies of Σ2i+1L (which on L2i+1(−) give a projective L0L-resolution of
L2i+1(Yi)). From this it follows that π∗Yi is concentrated in degrees congruent to
2i and 2i+1 mod 2(p− 1); moreover, it is free (as a Zp-module) in odd degrees. As
π∗J is concentrated in degrees congruent to −1 ≡ 2p− 3 mod 2(p− 1) and degree
0, any particular homotopy group of LK(1)K(Z) involves only at most a single Yi
and possibly J . The following two results from [6] (q.v. (2.7) and the preceding
paragraph) simplify certain arguments.
Proposition 2.3. Yp−2 ≃ ∗.
Proposition 2.4. L1Y0 is a free L
0L-module of rank 1, and so Y0 is (non-canonically)
weakly equivalent to ΣL.
Let yi be the connective cover of Yi for i 6= 0 and let y0 be the 4-connected cover
of Y0 (or equivalently, the 2(p− 1)-connected cover); then
K(Z)∧p ≃ j ∨ y0 ∨ · · · ∨ yp−2.
We have a similar canonical splitting of LK(1)K(Z
∧
p ) that takes the form
LK(1)K(Z
∧
p) ≃ J ∨ ΣJ
′ ∨ Z0 ∨ · · · ∨ Zp−2
where Zi is non-canonically weakly equivalent to Σ
2i+1L and has a similar char-
acterization to Yi; Zi was denoted as Σ
−1LTC(i + 1) in [6]. Here J
′ is the K(1)-
localization of the Moore spectrum M
Z
×
p
for the units of Zp, J
′ := LK(1)MZ×p . Al-
ternatively, J ′ is canonically weakly equivalent to (J∧LM
Z
×
p
)∧p ; it is non-canonically
weakly equivalent to J since M
Z
×
p
is non-canonically p-equivalent to S. Let j′ be
the connective cover of J ′, let z0 be the 4-connected cover of Z0, for 0 < i < p− 2,
let zi be the connective cover of Zi, and let zp−2 be the −2-connected cover of Zp−2.
Then
TC(Z)∧p ≃ j ∨ Σj
′ ∨ z0 ∨ · · · ∨ zp−2.
The notation of [6] has z0 = Σ
−1ℓTC(p), zi = Σ
−1ℓTC(i + 1) for i = 1, . . . , p − 3,
and zp−2 = Σ
−1ℓTC(0). A key result proved in [6, 3.1] is that the cyclotomic trace
and the completion map are diagonal on the corresponding pieces.
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Theorem 2.5 ([6, 3.1]). In the notation above, the cyclotomic trace τ decomposes
as the wedge of the identity map j → j and maps yi → zi for i = 0, . . . , p− 2; the
completion map κ decomposes as the wedge of the identity map J → J and maps
Yi → Zi for i = 0, . . . , p− 2.
It follows that the cofiber sequences (2.1) and (2.2) decompose into wedges of
cofiber sequences. Let Xi and xi denote the homotopy fiber of the maps Yi → Zi
and yi → zi, respectively. We then have the following consequence of Theorem 2.5.
Corollary 2.6. The cofiber sequence (2.1) canonically splits as a wedge of the
cofiber sequences
∗ // j
=
// j // ∗
j′ // ∗ // Σj′
=
// Σj′
x0 // y0 // z0 // Σx0
...
...
...
...
xp−2 // yp−2 // zp−2 // Σxp−2.
So far we have not used the Main Theorem. Applying the Main Theorem now,
we obtain a canonical isomorphism in the stable category
Fib(κ) ≃ Σ−1IZp(LK(1)K(Z)) ≃ Σ
−1IZp(J ∨ Y0 ∨ · · · ∨ Yp−2)
≃ Σ−1IZpJ ∨ Σ
−1IZpY0 ∨ · · · ∨Σ
−1IZpYp−2.
We next identify this wedge decomposition with the wedge decomposition
Fib(κ) ≃ J ′ ∨X0 ∨ · · · ∨Xp−2
constructed above.
Theorem 2.7. The canonical isomorphism in the stable category
Fib(κ) ≃ Σ−1IZpJ ∨ Σ
−1IZpY0 ∨ · · · ∨ Σ
−1IZpYp−2.
identifies J ′ as Σ−1IZpJ and Xi as Σ
−1IZpYp−2−i. Moreover:
(i) [Xi,Σ
−1IZpYj ] = 0 unless i+ j ≡ −1 mod (p− 1).
(ii) [Xi,Σ
−1IZpJ ] = 0 for all i.
(iii) [J ′,Σ−1IZpYj ] = 0 for all j.
Proof. To simplify notation, we write D for Σ−1IZp inside this proof. The multipli-
cation L ∧L L→ L together with the canonical identification of π0L as Zp induces
a map L → IZpL that is easily seen to be an isomorphism in the stable category,
q.v. [35, 2.6] (this is essentially due to Anderson [1]). This gives us a canonical
identification of DL as Σ−1L, which is the main tool we use.
All statements follow from verification of (i), (ii), and (iii). Recall that Yi and Zi
both have their L-cohomology L∗(−) concentrated in degrees congruent to 2i + 1
mod 2(p− 1). Looking at the cofiber sequence
Σ−1Zi −→ Xi −→ Yi −→ Zi
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we see that Xi can have L-cohomology only in degrees congruent to 2i and 2i+ 1
mod 2(p − 1), or equivalently, that [Xi,Σ
jL] = 0 unless j ≡ 2i or j ≡ 2i + 1 mod
2(p− 1). As discussed above, Yj fits in a cofiber sequence of the form∨
Σ2jL −→ Yj −→
∨
Σ2j+1L −→
∨
Σ2j+1L
(for some finite wedges of copies of Σ2iL); it follows that DYj fits into a cofiber
sequence of the form∨
Σ−2j−2L −→
∨
Σ−2j−2L −→ DYj −→
∨
Σ−2j−1L.
Thus, [Xi, DYj ] = 0 unless 2i+2j+2 ≡ 0 mod 2(p−1), or equivalently i+j+1 ≡ 0
mod (p− 1). This proves (i).
Writing J as the fiber of a self-map of L, DJ fits then into a cofiber sequence of
the form
Σ−1L −→ DJ −→ L −→ L
and it then follows from the work in the previous paragraph that [Xi, DJ ] = 0 unless
2i ≡ 0 or 2i + 1 ≡ −1 mod 2(p − 1). In the first case, X0 ≃ ∗ by [6, 4.4] which
asserts (in the notation here) that Y0 → Z0 is a weak equivalence. In the second
case i = p− 2, Yp−2 ≃ ∗ (Proposition 2.3), and so Xp−2 ≃ Σ
−1Zp−2. But Σ
−1Zp−2
is non-canonically weakly equivalent to Σ2p−4L ≃ Σ−2L, and [Σ−2L,DJ ] = 0. This
proves (ii).
Finally, to prove (iii), we note that DYj is K(1)-local. Since J
′ is non-canonically
weakly equivalent to J ≃ LK(1)S, to see that [J
′, DYj ] = 0 it suffices to see that
π0DYj = 0. Since π∗Yj is concentrated in degrees congruent to 2j and 2j + 1 mod
2(p − 1), we have that π0DYj can only possibly be non-zero for j = p − 2 but as
mentioned above, Yp−2 ≃ ∗. 
While we have defined the Xi solely in terms of the fiber sequence, we have
defined J ′ intrinsically, and so the equivalence of J ′ with Σ−1IZpJ under the iso-
morphism in the stable category Fib(κ) ≃ Σ−1IZpK(Z) constitutes additional in-
formation. In fact, we have a canonical weak equivalence
J ′ −→ Σ−1IZpJ
that we call the the standard weak equivalence, constructed as follows. Since J ′
is defined as the K(1)-localization of the Moore spectrum M
Z
×
p
, and (Z×p )
∧
p is a
projective Zp-module, maps in the stable category from J
′ into K(1)-local spectra
are in canonical one-to-one correspondence with homomorphisms from (Z×p )
∧
p into
π0. We note that Σ
−1IZpJ is K(1)-local, and to calculate π0Σ
−1IZpJ , we use the
fundamental short exact sequence for the Zp-Anderson dual: For any spectrum X ,
there is a canonical natural short exact sequence
(2.8) 0 −→ Ext(π−n−1X,Zp) −→ πnIZpX −→ Hom(π−nX,Zp) −→ 0.
For finitely generated Zp-modules, Hom(−,Zp) and Ext(−;Zp) coincide with
HomZp(−,Zp) and ExtZp(−;Zp). In the case of X = J , since π−2J = 0, we
then have a canonical identification of π0Σ
−1IZpJ as Hom(π−1J,Zp). The Morava
Change of Rings Theorem identifies π−1J canonically in terms of continuous group
cohomology:
π−1J ∼= H
1
c (Z
×
p ;Zp)
∼= Hom(Z×p ,Zp)
∼= Hom((Z×p )
∧
p ,Zp),
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q.v. [16, (1.1)], for the continuous action of Z×p on π∗KU
∧
p arising from the p-adic
interpolation of the Adams operations. This then gives a canonical isomorphism
π0Σ
−1IZpJ
∼= Hom(Hom((Z×p )
∧
p ,Zp),Zp).
Since (Z×p )
∧
p is projective of rank 1, the double dual map is an isomorphism, giving
us a canonical isomorphism
(Z×p )
∧
p −→ π0Σ
−1IZpJ
specifying the standard weak equivalence.
On the other hand, we have a canonical map J ′ → Fib(κ) arising from the fiber
sequence (2.2) and the ΣJ ′ summand of LK(1)K(Zp) ≃ LK(1)K(Qp). In terms of
maps from (Z×p )
∧
p into π0 Fib(κ), we can therefore identify this map J
′ → Fib(κ)
as coming from the canonical identification of the cokernel of
π1LK(1)K(Z) −→ π1LK(1)K(Zp)
as (Z×p )
∧
p (the p-completion of the cokernel of the map (Z[1/p])
× → Q×p ). The
following theorem compares the two maps.
Theorem 2.9. The composite map J ′ → Fib(κ) ≃ Σ−1IZpK(Z)→ Σ
−1IZpJ is the
standard weak equivalence.
Because the proof is long and not needed for the rest of the work here, we
postpone it to Section 3.
Our final general result is that the fiber sequence defining Fib(κ) is self-dual
under local/global duality:
Theorem 2.10. The following diagram commutes up to the indicated sign
Fib(κ)
ρ
//
≃

LK(1)K(Z)
κ
//
≃

LK(1)K(Zp)
∂
//
≃

(−1)
ΣFib(κ)
≃

Σ−1IZp(LK(1)K(Z))
Σ−1IZpρ
// Σ−1IZp(Fib(κ))
IZp∂
// IZpLK(1)K(Zp)
−IZpκ
// IZpLK(1)K(Z)
where the top sequence is the cofiber sequence (associated to the fiber sequence)
defining Fib(κ), the bottom sequence is the Zp-Anderson dual of its rotation, and
the vertical maps are induced by the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem and
the K-theoretic local duality theorem.
Proof. The assertion is that Σρ is Zp-Anderson dual to ρ and κ is Zp-Anderson
dual to ∂. Given parings
ǫi : Ai ∧
L Bi −→ IZpS
whose adjoints ηi : Bi → F (Ai, IS) are weak equivalences, then for maps f : A1 →
A2 and g : B2 → B1, η1g ◦ η
−1
2 is Zp-Anderson dual to f exactly when the diagram
A1 ∧
L B2
id∧g
//
f∧id

A1 ∧
L B1
ǫ1

A2 ∧
L B2 ǫ2
// IZpS
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commutes. By construction, the following diagram commutes
LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ]) ∧
L LK(1)K(Qp)
id∧∂
//
κ∧id

LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ]) ∧
L ΣFib(κ)
ξ
// ΣFib(κ)
ΣuZ

LK(1)K(Qp) ∧
L LK(1)K(Qp) µ
// LK(1)K(Qp) vQp
//
∂
55
❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
IZpS
where µ denotes the multiplication, ξ denotes the LK(1)K(Z[1/p])-module action
map, and u and v are the maps described in (1.5) and (1.6), respectively. This
gives the duality between ∂ and κ. To compare ρ and Σρ, consider the diagram
Fib(κ) ∧L ΣFib(κ)
id∧Σρ
//
ρ∧id

Fib(κ) ∧L ΣLK(1)K(Z[
1
p ])

LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ]) ∧
L ΣFib(κ) // IZpS
where the unlabeled maps are induced by the duality pairing. The down-then-right
composite is uZ composed with the suspension of the non-unital multiplication on
Fib(κ), whereas the right-then-down composite is uZ composed with the suspension
of the opposite of the non-unital multiplication on Fib(κ). Since the non-unital
multiplication on Fib(κ) isE∞ and in particular commutative in the stable category,
the diagram commutes. 
As an immediate consequence, we get duality between the cofiber sequences
in Corollary 2.6. Theorem 2.9 indicates the relationship between the j and j′
sequences. The relationship between the remaining ones is summarized in the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.11. For each i = 0, . . . , p− 2 the following diagram commutes up to
the indicated sign
Xi
ρi
//
≃

Yi
κ
i
//
≃

Zi
∂i
//
≃

(−1)
ΣXi
≃

Σ−1IZp(Yp−2−i)
Σ−1IZpρp−2−i
// Σ−1IZp(Xp−2−i)
IZp∂p−2−i
// IZp(Zp−2−i)
−IZpκp−2−i
// IZp(Yp−2−i)
where the top sequence is the cofiber sequence (associated to the fiber sequence)
defining Xi, the bottom sequence is the Zp-Anderson dual of its rotation, and the
vertical maps are induced by the maps
Xi −→ Fib(κ) −→ Σ
−1IZp(LK(1)K(Z)) −→ Σ
−1IZp(Yp−2−i)
Yi −→ LK(1)K(Z) −→ Σ
−1IZp(Fib(κ)) −→ Σ
−1IZp(Xp−2−i)
Zi −→ LK(1)K(Zp) −→ IZp(LK(1)K(Zp)) −→ IZp(Zp−2−i)
arising from local and global K-theoretic duality.
In the case of primes that satisfy the Kummer-Vandiver condition, we can be a bit
more specific. A prime p satisfies the Kummer-Vandiver condition when p does not
divide the order of the class group of Z[ζp+ζ
−1
p ] for ζp = e
2πi/p. In this case, Dwyer-
Mitchell [20, 12.2] identifies the homotopy type of the spectra Yi in terms of the
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Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function: Given any power series f in the p-adic integers,
there is a unique self-map φf on L in the stable category such that on π2(p−1)n, φf is
multiplication by f((1+p)n−1) (cf. [38, 2.4]). A celebrated theorem of Iwasawa [29]
implies in this context that for i = 1, 3, . . . , p− 4, there exists a self-map of Σ2i+1L
which on π2n+1 is multiplication by the value of the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-
function Lp(−n, ω
1+i). The spectrum Yi is non-canonically weakly equivalent to
the homotopy fiber of this map. The Zp-Anderson self-duality of L then identifies
IZpYi as (non-canonically) weakly equivalent to the fiber of the self-map of Σ
−2iL
that on π2n is multiplication by Lp(n, ω
1+i). In particular, for j = 2, 4, . . . , p− 3,
Xj ≃ Σ
−1IZpYp−2−j is then non-canonically weakly equivalent to the homotopy
fiber of the self-map of Σ2j+1L that on π2n−1 is multiplication by Lp(n, ω
−j), or
equivalently, on π2n+1 is multiplication by Lp(n + 1, ω
−j). For i even and for
j odd, Yi and Xj are non-canonically weakly equivalent to Σ
2i+1L and Σ2j−1L,
respectively. (Independently of the Kummer-Vandiver condition Yp−2 ≃ ∗ and
X0 ≃ ∗.)
In the case of an odd regular prime, the relevant values of the Kubota-Leopoldt
p-adic L-functions are units, and the spectraXi and xi are trivial. This is consistent
with Rognes’ computation [42, 3.3] of the homotopy fiber of the cyclotomic trace
as (non-canonically) weakly equivalent to j ∨ Σ−2ko∧p in this case. More generally,
we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.12. Let p be an odd prime that satisfies the Kummer-Vandiver con-
dition. The cofiber sequence
Fib(τ) −→ K(Z)∧p −→ TC(Z)
∧
p −→ ΣFib(τ)
is (non-canonically) weakly equivalent to the wedge of the cofiber sequences
∗ // j
=
// j // ∗
j′ // ∗ // Σj′
=
// Σj′
xi // Σ(Σ
2iℓ)
Σλei // Σ(Σ2iℓ) // Σxi i = 2, 4, . . . , p− 3
Σ2iℓ // yi // Σ(Σ
2iℓ)
Σλoi // Σ(Σ2iℓ) i = 1, 3, . . . , p− 4
∗ // Σ2p−1ℓ
=
// Σ2p−1ℓ // ∗ (i = 0)
Σ−2ℓ // ∗ // Σ−1ℓ
=
// Σ−1ℓ (i = p− 2)
where λei is the unique self-map of Σ
2iℓ that on π2n is multiplication by the value
Lp(n + 1, ω
−i), λoi is the unique self-map of Σ
2iℓ that on π2n is multiplication by
the value Lp(−n, ω
1+i), and Lp denotes the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.9
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.9. None of the details of
the argument are needed anywhere else in the paper. As discussed above the
statement of Theorem 2.9, maps from J ′ to Fib(κ) are determined by maps from
(Z×p )
∧
p to π0 Fib(κ); we have two isomorphisms of (Z
×
p )
∧
p with π0 Fib(κ) and we
need to show that they are the same. It is slightly easier to work with the Zp-duals
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instead. We can canonically identify the Zp-dual of π0 Fib(κ) as π−1LK(1)K(Z): the
fundamental short exact sequence (2.8) for π0Σ
−1IZpK(Z) gives an isomorphism
π0Σ
−1IZpK(Z)
∼= Hom(π−1LK(1)K(Z),Zp)
since π−2LK(1)K(Z) = 0 (as Yp−2 ≃ ∗). The identification of π−1J as Hom(Z
×
p ,Zp)
above and the canonical map J → LK(1)K(Z) gives one isomorphism of π−1LK(1)(Z)
with Hom(Z×p ,Zp), which we denote as α. The isomorphism of π0 Fib(τ) with
(Z×p )
∧
p as the quotient of π1LK(1)K(Qp)
∼= (Q×p )
∧
p gives another isomorphism of
π−1LK(1)(Z) with Hom(Z
×
p ,Zp) which we denote as η. We need to prove that
η = α.
We have an intrinsic identification of π−1LK(1)K(Z) coming from Thomason’s
descent spectral sequence, which canonically identifies π−1LK(1)K(Z) ∼= π−1LK(1)K(Z[1/p])
as H1e´t(SpecZ[1/p];Zp) (continuous e´tale cohomology). Let QS denote the maxi-
mal algebraic extension of Q that is unramified except over S = {p}, and let
GS = Gal(QS/Q). The abelianization G
ab
S of GS corresponds to the maximal
abelian extension of Q that is unramified except over p, which is Q(µp∞) (where
µp∞ denotes the group of p
nth roots unity for all n). We have the standard identi-
fication of the continuous e´tale cohomology H1e´t(SpecZ[1/p];Zp) as the Galois co-
homology H1Gal(QS/Q;Zp) [36, II.2.9], which we can identify as the abelian group
of continuous homomorphisms
Homc(GS ,Zp) ∼= Homc(G
ab
S ,Zp).
We have a further isomorphism
GabS = Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q)
∼= lim
n
Gal(Q(µpn)/Q) ∼= lim
n
(Z/pn)× ∼= Z×p ,
where the first isomorphism is inverse to the isomorphism (Z/pn)× ∼= Gal(Q(µpn)/Q)
taking an element u ∈ (Z/pn)× to the automorphism of Q(µpn) induced by the au-
tomorphism ζ 7→ ζu on µpn . This then constructs an isomorphism
γ : π−1LK(1)K(Z) −→ Homc(Z
×
p ,Zp)
∼= Hom(Z×p ,Zp).
First we show γ = α. Choose a prime number l such that l is a topological
generator of Z×p , or equivalently, a generator of Z/p
2, and consider the quotient
map Z[1/p]→ Z/l = Fl. By celebrated work of Quillen [40], the composite map
j −→ K(Z)∧p −→ K(Fl)
∧
p
is a weak equivalence and an embedding of F¯×l in C
× induces a weak equivalence
K(F¯l)
∧
p → ku
∧
p with the automorphism Φ on K(F¯l)
∧
p induced by the Frobenius
automorphism of F¯l mapping to the Adams operation Ψ
l on ku∧p (independently
of the choice of embedding). We will also write Φ for the corresponding automor-
phism of LK(1)K(F¯l). For any functorial model of LK(1)K(−), the induced map
from LK(1)K(Fl) into the homotopy fixed points of Φ (the homotopy equalizer of Φ
and the identity on LK(1)K(F¯l)) is a weak equivalence. Writing LK(1)K(F¯l)
hΦ
for the homotopy fixed points of Φ, the map LK(1)K(Fl) → LK(1)K(F¯l)
hΦ is
the unique map that takes the unit element of π0(LK(1)K(Fl)) to the unique ele-
ment of π0(LK(1)K(F¯l)
hΦ) that maps to the unit element of π0(LK(1)K(F¯l)). This
gives a canonical identification of π−1(LK(1)K(Fl)) as H
1(〈Φ〉;Zp), where 〈Φ〉 de-
notes the cyclic group generated by Φ; we have used the canonical isomorphism
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π0(LK(1)K(F¯l)) ∼= Zp induced by the unit and we note that this isomorphism is con-
sistent with the canonical isomorphism π0KU
∧
p
∼= Zp under the weak equivalence
LK(1)K(F¯l) → KU
∧
p (independently of the choice of the embedding F¯
×
l → C
×).
Under the identification of π−1J as H
1
c (Z
×
p ;Zp) above, the composite map
J −→ LK(1)K(Z) −→ LK(1)K(Fl)
induces on π−1 the map
H1c (Z
×
p ;Zp) −→ H
1(〈Φ〉;Zp)
induced by the inclusion of l in Z×p (the inclusion of Ψ
l in the group of p-adically
interpolated Adams operations). This gives us information about α. In terms of the
identification of π−1(LK(1)K(Fl)) as H
1
e´t(Fl;Zp) from Thomason’s descent spectral
sequence, the map
H1e´t(Fl;Zp)
∼= H1Gal(F¯l/Fl;Zp) −→ H
1(〈Φ〉;Zp)
is induced by the inclusion of the Frobenius in Gal(F¯l/Fl). By naturality, the
composite map
H1e´t(Z[
1
p ];Zp)
∼= H1c (GS ;Zp) −→ H
1
c (Gal(F¯l;Zp)) −→ H
1(〈Φ〉;Zp)
is induced by the inclusion of Φ in GS as the automorphism of (the p-integers in)
QS that does the automorphism ζ 7→ ζ
l on µp∞ . This then shows that γ = α.
We now compare γ and η. Here it is easiest to work first in terms of LK(1)K(Qp).
Using the standard identification of π1LK(1)K(Qp) as the p-completion of the units,
we have a Qp-analogue of η using local duality: Let
ηp : π−1LK(1)K(Qp) −→ Hom((Q
×
p )
∧
p ,Zp)
∼= Hom(Q×p ,Zp)
be the isomorphism derived from the isomorphism π1LK(1)K(Qp) ∼= (Q
×
p )
∧
p by
Anderson duality. We then have a commutative diagram
π−1LK(1)K(Z)
∼=
//
η ∼=

π−1LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ])
// π−1LK(1)K(Qp)
ηp∼=

Hom(Z×p ,Zp) // Hom(Q
×
p ,Zp)
by the compatibility of local and global duality. To produce a local analogue of γ,
we use the Artin symbol θ in local class field theory [44, §3.1]. The Artin symbol
gives an isomorphism between the finite completion of the units of Qp and the
Galois group of the maximal abelian extension Q¯abp of Qp: For x ∈ Q
×
p , writing
x = apm for a ∈ Z×p , the Artin symbol takes x to the unique element θ(x) of
Gal(Q¯abp /Qp) that acts on the p
nth roots of unity µpn by raising to the 1/a power
and acts on the maximal unramified extension (Qp)
nr of Qp by the mth power of a
lift of the Frobenius. Using the isomorphism
π−1LK(1)K(Qp) ∼= H
1
e´t(Qp;Zp)
from Thomason’s descent spectral sequence and the canonical isomorphism
H1e´t(Qp;Zp)
∼= H1Gal(Q¯p/Qp;Zp)
∼= Homc(Gal(Q¯
ab
p /Qp),Zp)
(as above), the Artin symbol induces an isomorphism
−γp : π−1LK(1)K(Qp) −→ Hom(Q
×
p ,Zp).
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We have implicitly defined an isomorphism γp: The formula for the Artin symbol
implies that the following diagram commutes
π−1LK(1)K(Z)
∼= //
γ ∼=

π−1LK(1)K(Z[
1
p ])
// π−1LK(1)K(Qp)
∼= γp

Hom(Z×p ,Zp) //
=

Hom(Q×p ,Zp)
∼=

Hom(Z×p ,Zp) (id,0)
// Hom(Z×p ,Zp)× Z
∧
p
(where the bottom right vertical isomorphism is induced by the the apm decom-
position of Q×p as Z
×
p × Z). In other words, omitting notation for the isomor-
phism arising from Thomason’s descent spectral sequence and the usual isomor-
phism H1e´t(Qp;Zp)
∼= Hom(Gal(Q¯abp /Qp),Zp), γp is the Zp-dual of −θ. The Artin
symbol has a cohomological characterization [44, §2.3, Prop. 1]: For a character
ρ : Gal(Q¯p/Qp)→ Q/Z and x ∈ Q
×
p ,
ρ(θ(x)) = −inv(x ∪ ρ)
(cf. [39, p. 386]) where on the right we interpret x as an element of H1e´t(Qp;Zp) and
ρ as an element of H1e´t(Qp;Q/Z), while the symbol ∪ denotes the cup product on
e´tale cohomology
H1e´t(Qp;Zp(1))⊗H
1
e´t(Qp;Q/Z) −→ H
2
e´t(Q;Q/Z(1)),
and inv denotes the map induced by the Hasse invariant as in Section 1. Because
inv(x ∪ y) : H1e´t(Qp;Zp(1))⊗H
1
e´t(Qp;Qp/Zp) −→ Q/Z
is the local duality pairing, restricting to
H1e´t(Qp;Z/p
n(1))⊗H1e´t(Qp;Z/p
n) −→ Z/pn,
taking the inverse limit, and applying the isomorphism from Thomason’s descent
spectral sequence gives us the Anderson duality pairing
π1LK(1)K(Qp)⊗ π−1LK(1)K(Qp) −→ Zp.
We conclude that ηp = γp. Since the map π−1LK(1)K(Z)→ π−1LK(1)K(Qp) is an
injection, we conclude that η = γ.
4. Completed cohomology and the fiber of the cyclotomic trace
The ideas and proposals of Breuil [11] have led to a great deal of new activity on
a p-adic version of the Langlands correspondence. A key ingredient in this theory is
a suitable notion of the space of p-adic automorphic forms. There are various ways
to approach the construction of such a space. In order to have a definition which
is “representation-theoretic”, Calegari and Emerton [13, 22] have proposed that
the p-adically completed (co)homology of congruence subgroups should play the
role of the space of p-adic automorphic forms. As a consequence, computing these
completed (co)homology groups and more generally understanding their structure
is a problem of fundamental importance.
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Calegari and Emerton [14] showed that, in contrast to the uncompleted (co)homology
of congruence subgroups, the completed versions stabilize (in a sense we review be-
low). In a subsequent paper, Calegari [12] proved a number of quantitative results
about the completed cohomology groups. In the process, he described the relation-
ship of the completed cohomology of congruence subgroups to algebraic K-theory.
As we explain in this section, Calegari’s work can be viewed as giving an interpreta-
tion of the completed (co)homology in terms of the fiber of the cyclotomic trace. In
light of this connection, our main theorems imply a specific conjecture of Calegari
and serve both to provide a spectrum-level lift of the completed homology groups
and also to sharpen some of Calegari’s low-degree calculations.
We begin by reviewing the definition of the completed cohomology groups, fol-
lowing the notation of Calegari and Emerton. Fix a number field F and let ΓN
denote SLN (OF ). For an integerM , the principal congruence subgroup of level M ,
ΓN(M), is the kernel of the reduction map ΓN → SLN (OF /M). For a prime p, we
define the completed homology and cohomology groups of ΓN to be
H˜∗(SLN , Fp) = lim
r
H∗(ΓN (p
r), Fp)
H˜∗(SLN , Fp) = colim
r
H∗(ΓN (p
r), Fp)
and
H˜∗(SLN ,Zp) = lim
r
H∗(ΓN (p
r),Zp)
H˜∗(SLN ,Qp/Zp) = colim
r
H∗(ΓN (p
r),Qp/Zp).
The main result of Calegari-Emerton [14] is that for each d the homology groups
H˜d(SLN ,Zp) stabilize as N →∞; denote the associated colimit by H˜d(SL,Zp).
One of the main goals of Calegari’s subsequent paper [12] is to provide an in-
terpretation of the completed homology group H˜∗(SL,Zp) in terms of algebraic
K-theory. Calegari defines the completed K-theory groups K˜∗(OF ) at a prime p
to be the homotopy groups of the p-completion of the fiber of the completion map
K(OF ) → K((OF )
∧
p ) of K-theory spaces [12, 1.1]. Furthermore, he constructs an
isomorphism
H˜∗(SL,Zp) ∼= lim
n
H∗(Y∞,Z/p
n),
where Y∞ is a space closely related to the fiber of the completion map on algebraic
K-theory spaces [12, 1.17]. As a consequence, the Hurewicz theorem can be used
to obtain information about the completed homology groups from computations of
the completed K-theory groups.
Based on the Tate-Poitou sequence, Calegari [12, 1.5] conjectures isomorphisms
K˜2n−1(OF ) ∼= (H
0
e´t(OF [
1
p ];Qp/Zp(−n))⊕H
2
e´t(OF [
1
p ];Qp/Zp(1− n)))
∗
(where ∗ denotes Pontryagin dual) and further conjectures that the groups K˜n(OF )
fit into a long exact sequence with Kn(OF ;Zp) and Kn((OF )
∧
p ;Zp). Our K-
theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem precisely affirms this conjecture, yielding the
construction of a spectrum with homotopy groups K˜∗(OF ) and continuous spec-
trum homology given by H˜∗(SL,Zp) [12, 1.19]. Moreover, the affirmed conjecture
sharpens [12, 0.2] (an explicit calculation of completed homology) by making the
conclusion unconditional.
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5. Preliminaries
The proof of the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem depends on an inter-
pretation of the homotopy fiber Fib(κ) in the statement as “extension by zero” in
the context of presheaves of symmetric spectra for a presheaf arising from K(1)-
localized algebraic K-theory. It also depends on the module pairing arising from
the ring structure on K-theory. The purpose of this section is to review relevant
aspects of the general homotopy theory of presheaves of symmetric spectra and
the specific properties of the algebraic K-theory presheaf, assembling results from
Thomason [46], Jardine [34, 32, 33], and Dugger-Hollander-Isaksen [19], keeping
track of which constructions preserve the pairing.
Throughout the paper, we fix a hierarchy of Grothendieck universes U0 ( U1 (
U2. A “scheme” will be understood as a scheme in U0-sets, and for a scheme
A, we denote by Ae´t the (small) e´tale site, which we understand as a category
with a U1-set of objects (and U0 morphism sets). Its objects are the e´tale maps
V → A and its covers are the surjective U0-families {Vα → V }. We understand
a “symmetric spectrum” to be a symmetric spectrum in U1-sets; the category of
symmetric spectra is then U1-complete and U1-cocomplete and in particular Ae´t
is “small” from the perspective of this category. The category of presheaves of
symmetric spectra on Ae´t is the category P(Ae´t,S) of contravariant functors from
Ae´t to symmetric spectra. With the usual tricks, it would be possible to model
symmetric spectra and schemes on the same universe, but this setup avoids having
to do any further cardinal bounds or finality/cofinality arguments.
In this section, we fix a scheme A and generally understand presheaves to be
presheaves of symmetric spectra on the site Ae´t. Most of the exposition applies to
more general sites with some modifications or additional hypotheses.
5.1. The homotopy theory of presheaves of symmetric spectra. This sub-
section reviews the basics of the homotopy theory of presheaves of symmetric spec-
tra on Ae´t. We work with symmetric spectra rather than (pre)spectra as the cat-
egory of presheaves of symmetric spectra inherits a symmetric monoidal structure
from the category of symmetric spectra: For presheaves of symmetric spectra F
and G, we obtain a presheaf of symmetric spectra F ∧ G defined by
(F ∧ G)(V ) = F(V ) ∧ G(V ).
The unit for this smash product is the constant presheaf with value S, the sphere
spectrum.
A disadvantage of working with symmetric spectra is the confusion of what is
meant by “homotopy groups”, as the underlying point-set spectrum of a symmetric
spectrum is not necessarily weakly equivalent to the object of the stable cate-
gory that the symmetric spectrum represents. Whenever we refer to the homotopy
groups of a symmetric spectrum, we will mean the right derived homotopy groups,
which are the homotopy groups of the object the symmetric spectrum represents in
the stable category, or equivalently, the homotopy groups of a fibrant replacement
(cf. Convention in [5, p. 1060]). For a presheaf of symmetric spectra on Ae´t, apply-
ing the homotopy groups functor at each object of Ae´t, we get a presheaf of graded
abelian groups, which we then sheafify to obtain a sheaf of graded abelian groups.
Definition 5.1.1. Given a presheaf F of symmetric spectra, the sheaf of homotopy
groups π˜∗F is the sheaf of graded abelian groups obtained as the sheafification of
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the presheaf of (right derived) homotopy groups. A map F → G of presheaves of
symmetric spectra is a weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism π˜∗F → π˜∗G.
Since Ae´t has enough points, we can reformulate the notion of weak equivalence
in terms of stalks. A point in Ae´t corresponds to a point on A, or better, its
corresponding geometric point.
Definition 5.1.2. For x : spec k(x) → A a point of A, choose a model k(x)s for
the separable closure of k(x), and write x¯ for the composite map spec k(x)s →
spec k(x) → A. For a presheaf of symmetric spectra F , the stalk Fx¯ of F at x¯ is
defined to be
Fx¯ = colimF(W )
where the colimit is taken over the category of commutative diagrams
spec k(x)s //

W

spec k(x) // A
with W → A e´tale.
The category above is projectively filtered, the colimit is inductively filtered, and
the (right derived) homotopy groups of the stalk π∗Fx¯ are canonically isomorphic
to the stalk of the homotopy group sheaf (π˜∗F)x¯. Therefore, a map of presheaves of
symmetric spectra on Ae´t is a weak equivalence if and only if it is a weak equivalence
on all stalks.
Proposition 5.1.3. A map F → G of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ae´t is
a weak equivalence if and only if it induces a weak equivalence Fx¯ → Gx¯ on each
stalk.
Jardine [33] constructs a model structure on presheaves of symmetric spectra on
a site C with weak equivalences a fortiori the weak equivalences of Definition 5.1.1
(see Theorem 13 of ibid. and [32, 2.6ff]). We call the fibrant objects in this model
structure the Jardine fibrant presheaves of symmetric spectra. As the model struc-
ture admits functorial factorization, there is a Jardine fibrant replacement functor.
Implicitly, this establishes the homotopy theory we need and the Jardine fibrant
presheaves (and Jardine fibrant replacement) provide the construction of many of
the right derived functors we require. We will say more about Jardine fibrant
presheaves below in the discussion of hypercover descent conditions.
The Jardine fibrant replacement functor is not known to be symmetric monoidal
(but see Proposition 5.3.2 below); for this reason, it is convenient to have weaker
fibrancy notions as well that apply to the constituent symmetric spectra or the
constituent simplicial sets. We consistently use the following terminology.
Terminology 5.1.4. For a presheaf of symmetric spectra F or a map of presheaves
of symmetric spectra f : F → F ′, we say that a property of symmetric spec-
tra or maps of symmetric spectra holds objectwise if it holds for each F(V ) or
f(V ) : F(V ) → F ′(V ) for every object V in Ae´t. For a symmetric spectrum T or
map of symmetric spectra g : T → T ′, we say that a property of simplicial sets or
maps of simplicial sets holds levelwise if it holds for each Tn or Tn → T
′
n for each
natural number n.
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In particular, we say that a presheaf of symmetric spectra F is objectwise fibrant
if each symmetric spectrum F(V ) is fibrant in the stable model category of sym-
metric spectra (i.e., is a levelwise fibrant Ω-spectrum). Likewise, a map F → F ′
is an objectwise weak equivalence if it is a weak equivalence F(V )→ F ′(V ) for all
V ; an objectwise weak equivalence is in particular a weak equivalence. A fibrant
replacement functor for symmetric spectra then gives us an objectwise fibrant re-
placement functor for presheaves of symmetric spectra. It will often suffice to work
with an even more mild point-set condition: F is objectwise levelwise fibrant if for
each V and each natural number n, the simplicial set F(V )n is fibrant (i.e, a Kan
complex). A levelwise fibrant replacement functor for symmetric spectra then gives
us an objectwise levelwise replacement functor for presheaves of symmetric spectra.
An example of a levelwise fibrant replacement functor for symmetric spectra is the
levelwise applied composite functor S|−|, where |−| denotes geometric realization
and S its right adjoint (the singular simplicial set functor); this functor also has the
advantage of being lax symmetric monoidal for the smash product of symmetric
spectra.
5.2. Hypercover descent. The homotopical replacement for the sheaf condition
in the context of presheaves of symmetric spectra is a homotopical descent condition
called “hypercover descent”. Hypercovers are a generalization of Cˇech covers and
we give a quick review of the definition for the e´tale site; for more details see
[3, Chapter 8], [2, II.v.7], or [19, §4,§10]. For n ≥ 0 and V an object in Ae´t,
let s≤nAe´t/V denote the category of truncated simplicial objects in Ae´t/V (of
dimension ≤ n). There is an evident n-skeleton truncation functor skn : sAe´t/V →
s≤nAe´t/V , which has a right adjoint coskn : s≤nAe´t/V → sAe´t/V since Ae´t/V
admits fiber products. A hypercover of V is then an object U• of sAe´t/V such that
the structure map U0 → V is a cover and for all n > 0, the map Un → (coskn−1 U•)n
is a cover. A hypercover is a generalization of the notion of a Cˇech cover: Given a
cover Vα → V and setting U0 =
∐
Vα, requiring that Un = (coskn−1 U•)n precisely
recovers the usual simplicial Cˇech complex associated to the cover U0 → V .
Dugger-Hollander-Isaksen [19] introduces and studies a condition on presheaves
of simplicial sets called “hypercover descent” [19, 4.3], which has an obvious ana-
logue for presheaves of symmetric spectra. (As the hypercovers defined above corre-
spond to “internal hypercovers” in the Dugger-Hollander-Isaksen terminology [19,
§10], we follow the implicit definition in [19, 10.2].)
Definition 5.2.1. A presheaf F of symmetric spectra on Ae´t satisfies hypercover
descent means that for any object V ∈ Ae´t and hypercover U• → V , the natural
map
F(V ) −→ holim∆op F(U•)
is a weak equivalence and for any U0-indexed family of objects {Vα} in Ae´t, the
natural map
F(
∐
Vα) −→ R
∏
F(Vα)
is a weak equivalence.
Here R
∏
denotes the right derived functor of product; it can be formed as the
product applied objectwise levelwise to an objectwise fibrant replacement of F .
Likewise, holim here denotes the right derived functor of limit; an explicit con-
struction of the homotopy limit may be given as the Bousfield-Kan homotopy limit
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construction applied to an objectwise fibrant replacement of F . The derived ver-
sion of the product and homotopy limit (by definition) have the property that they
are invariant in objectwise equivalences of presheaves of symmetric spectra. Con-
versely, [19, 1.3] implies the following proposition, which gives hypercover descent
its power.
Proposition 5.2.2. For presheaves of symmetric spectra satisfying hypercover de-
scent, a weak equivalence F → G is an objectwise equivalence.
Proof. Let f : F → G be a weak equivalence of presheaves of symmetric spectra,
both of which satisfy hypercover descent. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that F and G are both objectwise fibrant, and we look levelwise at the map of
presheaves of simplicial sets fn : Fn → Gn. Then the canonical maps π˜qFn →
π˜q−nF and π˜qGn → π˜q−nG are isomorphisms for q ≥ 0, and so fn : Fn → Gn is a
weak equivalence of presheaves of simplicial sets in the “universal model structure”
of [19, 1.3,6.2]. Moreover, as products and homotopy limits of fibrant symmetric
spectra are computed levelwise, hypercover descent for F and G imply hypercover
descent for each Fn and Gn. Thus, Fn and Gn are fibrant objects in the universal
model structure of [19, 1.3]. A weak equivalence of fibrant objects in this model
structure is an objectwise weak equivalence. It follows that each fn : Fn → Gn is
an objectwise weak equivalence and hence that f : F → G is an objectwise levelwise
weak equivalence. 
Because homotopy limits commute, the following proposition is clear from the
definition of hypercover descent.
Proposition 5.2.3. Let F be a functor from a category D to presheaves of sym-
metric spectra, and assume that for every object D in D, F (D) satisfies hypercover
descent. Let F be a presheaf of symmetric spectra and f : F → F a natural transfor-
mation from the constant functor to the functor F . If f exhibits F as the objectwise
homotopy limit of F , then F also satisfies hypercover descent.
Every presheaf of symmetric spectra is functorially weakly equivalent to one
that satisfies hypercover descent. Specifically, using the Jardine model structure
on presheaves of symmetric spectra [33], the Jardine fibrant objects in particular
are objectwise Ω-spectra where levelwise each presheaf of simplicial sets is globally
fibrant in the sense of [31, §2] and therefore satisfies hypercover descent by [19,
1.2–1.3,6.2]. It follows that Jardine fibrant presheaves of symmetric spectra satisfy
hypercover descent.
Proposition 5.2.4. A Jardine fibrant presheaf of symmetric spectra satisfies hyper-
cover descent. In particular, every presheaf of symmetric spectra admits a functorial
weak equivalence to one that satisfies hypercover descent.
The previous proposition and Proposition 5.2.2 show that the right derived func-
tor of global sections can be calculated as the symmetric spectrum of global sections
of a weakly equivalent presheaf that satisfies hypercover descent. We use the fol-
lowing terminology and notation.
Definition 5.2.5. For a presheaf of symmetric spectra F on Ae´t, let
H(Ae´t;F) = RF(A)
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where F → RF is a weak equivalence and RF is a presheaf of symmetric spectra
satisfying hypercover descent. We view H(Ae´t;−) as a functor from the homo-
topy category of presheaves of symmetric spectra to the stable category and call
H(Ae´t;F) the hypercohomology symmetric spectrum associated to F .
This definition disagrees in fundamental philosophy with the definition of “hy-
percohomology spectrum” introduced in Thomason [46, 1.33]; however, these def-
initions coincide under cohomological boundedness hypotheses on the sheaves of
homotopy groups as we explain in the next subsection.
5.3. The Godement resolution. In this section, we review the definition of the
Godement resolution of a presheaf of symmetric spectra, introduced by Thoma-
son [46, 1.31]. For objectwise fibrant presheaves whose homotopy groups satisfy
a cohomological boundedness hypothesis, the Godement construction provides a
Jardine fibrant replacement functor that is evidently a lax symmetric monoidal
functor; in contrast, it is not currently known how to construct a lax symmetric
monoidal fibrant replacement functor for any model structures on presheaves of
symmetric spectra with the standard weak equivalences.
As in the Definition 5.1.2, for each point x in A, choose a corresponding geometric
point x¯ : spec k(x)s → A. Let A¯disc be the disjoint union of the spec k(x)
s and
A¯disc → A the canonical map. Let S
A¯disc be the product of copies of the category
of symmetric spectra indexed by the points of A¯disc (or equivalently, the points of
A). Let p∗ be the functor from presheaves of symmetric spectra to SA¯disc that takes
F to the object given by its stalk in each coordinate, F 7→ (Fx¯). The functor p
∗
has a right adjoint p∗ specified by the formula
p∗((Tx¯))(V ) :=
∏
y∈A¯disc×AV
Tπ(y).
where (Tx¯) is an object in S
A¯disc and π denotes the projection A¯disc ×A V → A¯disc.
The composite p∗p∗ is then a comonad.
Definition 5.3.1. For F a presheaf of symmetric spectra, define the Godement
resolution of F to be the augmented cosimplicial object F → G•Ae´tF (abbreviated
to G•F when A is understood) given by the two-sided cobar construction
G•F = CoB•(p∗, p
∗p∗, p
∗F)
for the comonad p∗p∗ acting on the left on the functor p
∗ and on the right on the
functor p∗. We call GAe´tF = TotG
•F (abbreviated to GF when A is understood)
the Godement construction on F .
The levels in the Godement resolution and the Godement construction are Jar-
dine fibrant whenever F is objectwise fibrant [31, 3.3]. The augmentation F → GF
is not obviously a weak equivalence even when F is objectwise fibrant, essentially
because of the failure of the colimit defining stalks to commute with Tot in general;
however, we do have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.2 ([31, 3.3],[46, 1.46]). Let F be an objectwise fibrant presheaf
of symmetric spectra; then GF is Jardine fibrant and in particular satisfies hyper-
cover descent. Assume in addition that there is a uniform bound on the cohomo-
logical dimension of π˜∗F for all objects in Ae´t, i.e., there exists N ≥ 0 such that
Hse´t(V ; π˜tF) = 0 for all s > N , all t, and all V in Ae´t; then the augmentation
F → GF is a weak equivalence.
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Thomason [46, 1.33] defined the hypercohomology spectrum of an objectwise
fibrant presheaf of spectra as the Godement construction. Under the hypotheses of
the previous proposition, Thomason’s definition agrees with Definition 5.2.5, but
in general it may not. In the terminology of Thomason [46, 1.51], a presheaf of
objectwise fibrant spectra F satisfies “cohomological descent” if the augmentation
map F → GF is an objectwise weak equivalence. It follows from the previous
proposition that a presheaf of objectwise fibrant symmetric spectra that satisfies
cohomological descent in this sense also satisfies hypercover descent.
Finally, it is clear from the formula that the left adjoint p∗ is a strong symmetric
monoidal functor and it follows that the right adjoint is a lax symmetric monoidal
functor and that the unit Id→ p∗p
∗ and counit p∗p∗ → Id maps are lax symmetric
monoidal natural transformations. This implies the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.3. The Godement resolution and Godement construction are lax
symmetric monoidal functors and the augmentations F → G•F and F → GF are
lax symmetric monoidal natural transformations.
5.4. Direct and inverse image functors. Given a map f : A → B of schemes,
we obtain a direct image functor from the category of presheaves of symmetric
spectra on Ae´t to the category of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Be´t
f∗ : P(Ae´t,S) −→ P(Be´t,S)
and inverse image functor from the category of presheaves of symmetric spectra on
Be´t to the category of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ae´t
f∗ : P(Be´t,S) −→ P(Ae´t,S)
defined (in the usual way) as follows. For a presheaf F on A, the direct image f∗F
is the presheaf on Be´t defined by the formula
f∗F(W ) = F(f
−1W )
for W in Be´t. For a presheaf G on Be´t, the inverse image f
∗G is the presheaf on
Ae´t defined by the formula
G(V ) = colimW G(W )
for V in Ae´t where the colimit is over the category of maps V → W over B with
W e´tale over B, i.e., the category of diagrams
V //

W

A
f
// B
with V → A the structure map and W → B the structure map for an object of
Be´t. These functors form an adjoint pair with f
∗ the left and f∗ the right adjoint.
For derived functors, exchange of colimits shows that f∗ preserves all stalks
(f∗F)x¯ ∼= Ff(x),
and it follows that f∗ preserves all weak equivalences. The left and right derived
functor of f∗ then exist and are formed just by applying the point-set functor. (We
follow the topologists convention of using the same symbol to denote the derived
functor in this context.) In general, f∗ does not preserve weak equivalences, but
it does preserve objectwise weak equivalences and so preserves weak equivalences
between presheaves of symmetric spectra that satisfy hypercover descent. Thus, the
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right derived functor Rf∗ is formed by applying f∗ to a weakly equivalent object
that satisfies hypercover descent. The adjunction is not a Quillen adjunction on the
Jardine model structure; nevertheless, it induces an adjunction of derived functors.
Proposition 5.4.1. Let f : A → B be a map of schemes. The inverse image
functor f∗ : P(Be´t,S)→ P(Ae´t,S) preserves all weak equivalences of presheaves of
symmetric spectra and the direct image functor f∗ : P(Ae´t,S)→ P(Be´t,S) preserves
weak equivalences between presheaves of symmetric spectra that satisfy hypercover
descent. The derived functors f∗ and Rf∗ are adjoint functors on the homotopy
categories.
Proof. The only thing remaining from the discussion above is to verify the ad-
junction on the homotopy category. The analogue of [19, 1.2] for presheaves of
symmetric spectra would give a projective model structure with the standard weak
equivalences, but where j∗, j∗ would form a Quillen adjunction, cf. [19, 8.2]. Even
without doing this work, using a Jardine fibrant replacement functor Id → J , it
is straightforward to construct unit and counit maps in the homotopy category
making the derived functors of f∗ and f∗ ◦ J into adjoints. 
As far as we know, Dugger-Hollander-Isaksen [19, 8.2] is the first paper to relate
the hypercover descent property to the Quillen adjunction condition for f∗, f∗. The
following additional result along these lines is clear from the construction of f∗.
Proposition 5.4.2. Let f : A → B be a map of schemes. Then the direct image
functor f∗ takes presheaves of symmetric spectra that satisfy hypercover descent on
Ae´t to presheaves of symmetric spectra that satisfy hypercover descent on Be´t.
The functor f∗ does not generally preserve hypercover descent.
Next we discuss the base change map. Given a commutative diagram of schemes
A′
a

f ′
// B′
b

A
f
// B
there is a canonical natural transformation
b∗f∗F −→ f
′
∗a
∗F
of presheaves of symmetric spectra on B′e´t for presheaves of symmetric spectra F
on A defined as follows. For W ′ in B′e´t the map takes the form
b∗f∗F(W
′) = colimW F(f
−1(W )) −→ colimV F(V ) = f
′
∗a
∗F(W ′)
where the colimits are over the categories of diagrams
b∗f∗ :
W ′ //

W

B′
b
// B
f ′∗a
∗ :
(f ′)−1(W ′) //

V

A′ a
// A
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with W → B e´tale (on the left) and V → A e´tale (on the right). The map is
induced by taking the diagram on the left to the corresponding diagram
(f ′)−1(W ′) //

f−1(W )

A′
a
// A
on the right. Starting with a presheaf F on A that satisfies hypercover descent and
replacing a∗F by a presheaf that satisfies hypercover descent, we get a canonical
natural transformation of composite derived functors.
Proposition 5.4.3. Given a commutative diagram of schemes as above, there is a
canonical natural transformation b∗ ◦Rf∗ → Rf
′
∗ ◦ a
∗.
When the diagram is cartesian, the natural transformation above is called the
base change map.
5.5. The K-theory presheaf. In this section, we discuss the construction ofK(1)-
local algebraic K-theory with finite coefficients as a presheaf on the e´tale site of a
scheme. There are various versions of such a construction in the literature, but for
the work in later sections, a number of technical issues involving the multiplication,
coherence, and fibrant approximation need to be addressed.
As usually constructed, algebraic K-theory is pseudofunctorial rather than func-
torial on schemes. There are several well-known ways of fixing this, the most
popular being the “big vector bundle” approach of Grayson [24, §10] (see also [23,
§C.4]). The category of big vector bundles on A has an exact symmetric monoidal
tensor product. Applying Waldhausen’s iterated S• construction, we get a con-
travariant functor from schemes to the category of E∞ ring symmetric spectra, as
discussed in [4, §2]. We write this functor as K.
We can obtain a model for the functor LKUK, localizing at the spectrum KU
representing periodic complex K-theory, as follows. Let SKU be a cofibrant com-
mutative ring symmetric spectrum model for the KU -local sphere spectrum. The
functor (−) ∧ SKU preserves weak equivalences and is a point-set model for the
KU -localization functor, q.v. [9, 4.7] . Then K(−)∧SKU is a contravariant functor
from schemes to E∞ ring symmetric spectra that represents KU -localized algebraic
K-theory.
From the KU -localization, we can obtain the K(1)-localization by p-completion,
by which we will always mean localization with respect to the mod p Moore spec-
trum Mp. The p-completion of a spectrum T can be constructed as the homotopy
inverse limit of the spectra T/pn, where T/pn is the cofiber of multiplication by pn,
or equivalently, is the derived smash of T with the mod pn Moore spectrum Mpn .
For our results below, we use not just the K(1)-localization, but the whole tower
representing {LK(1)K(−)/p
n}. Moreover, to simplify arguments, it is convenient
to have it with a point-set multiplication. However, we do not need any unit or
associativity properties of the multiplication. We therefore work in the context of
(non-unital) “A2 ring spectra”.
For our purposes, we define an A2 ring symmetric spectrum to be a symmetric
spectrum T together with a map T ∧ T → T , satisfying no further hypotheses.
The category of A2 ring symmetric spectra is evidently the category of algebras
for a non-Σ operad Anu2 in sets where A
nu
2 (0) is empty, A
nu
2 (1) = {1}, and for
n ≥ 2, Anu2 (n) can be described in terms of binary trees with n leaves. The work
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of Elemendorf-Mandell [21, 1.3] provides a model structure on A2 ring symmetric
spectra with functorial factorization and in particular a fibrant replacement functor.
Technically, the work there constructs a model structure induced from the positive
stable model structure on symmetric spectra, but since Anu2 comes as a non-Σ
operad, the arguments there extend to construct a model structure induced from
the usual stable model structure on symmetric spectra. It is useful to note that the
cofibrant A2 ring symmetric spectra are cofibrant as symmetric spectra, q.v. [21,
12.6]. We regard K(−) ∧ SKU as a contravariant functor from schemes to A2 ring
symmetric spectra by neglect of structure.
Since p is odd, the mod pn Moore spectrum admits a multiplication
Mpn ∧
L Mpn −→Mpn
in the stable category, uniquely determined by inducing the usual multiplication
Z/pn ⊗ Z/pn → Z/pn on π0 (see for example [46, A.6] for some references). The
multiplication is consistent with the system of maps
· · · −→Mpn+1 −→Mpn −→ · · · −→Mp
in the stable category and starting with n = 1, we can inductively choose cofibrant-
fibrant A2 ring symmetric spectra point-set models M
Mod
pn and a point-set tower of
fibrations of A2 ring spectra
· · · −→MModpn+1 −→M
Mod
pn −→ · · · −→M
Mod
p .
Smashing with K(−) ∧ SKU , we get a tower
· · · −→ K(−) ∧ SKU ∧M
Mod
pn −→ · · · −→ K(−) ∧ SKU ∧M
Mod
p .
of contravariant functors from schemes to A2 ring symmetric spectra representing
the tower of ring spectra {LK(1)K(−)/p
n}. Inductively, applying functorial fac-
torization, we replace this with a weakly equivalent tower of functors to A2 ring
symmetric spectra where at each scheme the symmetric spectra are fibrant and the
tower is a tower of fibrations.
Notation 5.5.1. Denote by K/p
n
and
· · · −→ K/p
n+1
−→ K/p
n
−→ · · · −→ K/p
the contravariant functor from schemes to fibrant A2 ring symmetric spectra and
functorial tower of fibrations constructed above. Denote by K the contravariant
functor obtained as the inverse limit of the tower.
For a fixed scheme A, as constructed, K(A) is a fibrant point-set model for
the ring spectrum LK(1)K(A) and K
/pn(A) is a fibrant point-set model for the
ring spectrum LK(1)K(A)/p
n. We then obtain presheaves of symmetric spectra
KAe´t and K
/pn
Ae´t
on Ae´t by defining KAe´t(V ) = K(V ) and K
/pn
Ae´t
(V ) = K/p
n
(V ).
Thomason [46, 2.45 or 2.50] shows that under hypotheses on A that hold in our
examples of interest, these presheaves satisfy “cohomological descent” (q.v. [46,
1.51]). It follows from Proposition 5.3.2 that under these hypotheses, KAe´t and
K
/pn
Ae´t
also satisfy hypercover descent.
For a map of schemes f : B → A, LK(1)K(A) → LK(1)K(B) is a well-defined
map in the homotopy category of E∞ ring spectra, and so its homotopy fiber
Fib(f) (in the stable category) canonically lifts to an object in the stable category
of LK(1)K(A)-modules. From this structure, Fib(f)/p
n obtains a canonical pairing
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in the stable category with LK(1)K(A)/p
n. Using our point-set models K/p
n
(A) and
K/p
n
(B), we obtain a natural point-set model for this pairing using the standard
path object construction for the homotopy fiber.
Definition 5.5.2. Let f : T → T ′ be a map of symmetric spectra with T ′ levelwise
fibrant. Let PT ′ denote the symmetric spectrum of based maps from the standard
1-simplex ∆1 (based at 0) to T ′, and let ev : PT ′ → T ′ be the map induced by
evaluation at 1. The standard path object construction for the homotopy fiber of
f , denoted Fib(f), is the symmetric spectrum T ×T ′ PT
′ constructed as the fiber
product of the maps f and ev.
Because of the hypothesis that T ′ is levelwise fibrant, the standard path object
construction for the homotopy fiber of f gives a point-set model for the homotopy
fiber of f .
Letting Fib(f)/p
n
= Fib(K/p
n
(A) → K/p
n
(B)) be the standard path object
construction for the homotopy fiber of the map K/p
n
(A)→ K/p
n
(B), the symmetric
spectrum Fib(f)/p
n
now has a point set pairing
K/p
n
(A) ∧ Fib(f)/p
n
−→ Fib(f)/p
n
representing the pairing on Fib(f)/pn in the stable category described above. More-
over, the Fib(f)/p
n
fit into a tower of fibrations with limit Fib(f) canonically iso-
morphic to Fib(f) = Fib(K(A) → K(B)), which has a point-set pairing again
representing the point-set pairing in the stable category described above. For the
K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem, we apply this to the map
κ :
∐
specFν −→ specOF [
1
p ].
6. Fib(κ) as hypercohomology and j!
As discussed above, the proof of the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem
relies on an e´tale hypercohomological interpretation of Fib(κ). Arithmetic Tate-
Poitou duality arises from a duality pairing plus a long exact sequence arising from
recollement. The purpose of this section is to give a spectral lifting of this setup.
We begin with a terse review.
For a fixed number field F and S the set of primes lying over p, let Y = specOF ,
let U be the open subscheme Y \ S = spec(OF [1/p]), and let Z be the reduced
closed subscheme Y \ U =
∐
spec(OF /ν). Writing i for the inclusion of Z in Y
and j for the inclusion of U in Y , we have various adjoint functors on sheaves of
abelian groups on the e´tale sites:
Ab(Ze´t)
oo i∗
i∗ //
oo i!
Ab(Ye´t)
oo j!
j∗ //
oo j∗
Ab(Ue´t),
where each functor is the left adjoint of the functor below it. One consequence
of recollement is that for any sheaf or complex of sheaves F on Ye´t, the unit of
the i∗, i
∗ adjunction and the counit of the j!, j
∗ adjunction fit into a short exact
sequence
0 −→ j!j
∗F −→ F −→ i∗i
∗F −→ 0.
Now we take F to be a complex modeling Rj∗(Z/p
n(t)), the total right derived
functor of j∗ applied to the locally constant sheaf Z/p
n(t) on Ue´t. We can identify
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the terms in the resulting long exact sequence on hypercohomology as
(6.1)
· · · −→ Hs(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t)) −→ Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t)) −→
∏
ν∈S
Hse´t(F
h
ν ;Z/p
n(t)) −→ · · ·
(cf. [36, II.2.3(a)]), where Fhν denotes the field of fractions of the henselization
Rhν of the discrete valuation ring (OF )(ν). F
h
ν consists of the elements in the
completion Fν that are algebraic over F . Because the inclusion of F
h
ν → Fν
induces an isomorphism of absolute Galois groups, it induces an isomorphism
Hse´t(F
h
ν ;Z/p
n(t))→ Hse´t(Fν ;Z/p
n(t)).
Tate-Poitou duality is a consequence of the long exact sequence (6.1) and the
perfect pairing [36, II.3.2–3]
(6.2) Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t))⊗H3−s(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(1 − t)) −→ H3(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(1))
−→ H3(Ye´t, j!Gm) ∼= Q/Z.
Here the isomorphism H3(Ye´t, j!Gm) ∼= Q/Z is induced by the map from
C′ = coker(H2(Ue´t;Gm) −→
∏
H2e´t(F
h
ν ;Gm))
to H3(Ye´t, j!Gm) (in the corresponding long exact sequence for F = Rj∗(Gm)),
which is an isomorphism, together with the canonical isomorphism from C′ to
C = coker(H2(Ue´t;Gm) −→
∏
H2e´t(Fν ;Gm))
and the Albert-Brauer-Hasse-Noether isomorphism from C to Q/Z. In light of all
this, the first step for K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality is to identify Fib(κ) in terms
of a spectral version of j! applied to the K(1)-local algebraic K-theory presheaf on
Ue´t.
For presheaves of symmetric spectra, we discussed in Subsection 5.4 the direct
image and inverse image adjunctions j∗, j∗, and i
∗, i∗. In this case, the direct image
functor i∗ commutes with stalks from Z and is trivial on stalks from the comple-
ment, and so i∗ preserve all weak equivalences just as i
∗ and j∗ do. We use the
point-set functors as models for their derived functors. The functor j∗ commutes
with stalks from U , but does not always send a weak equivalence of presheaves of
symmetric spectra to a weak equivalence on stalks in Z. For the derived functor of
j∗, we must therefore restrict to presheaves that satisfy hypercover descent or re-
place presheaves by weakly equivalent presheaves that satisfies hypercover descent.
We can construct a model for the functor j! for presheaves of symmetric spectra
as follows. First note that on sheaves of abelian groups j! is secretly a composite of
two functors, the functor j∗ and the functor j!j
∗; we will define j! for presheaves of
symmetric spectra as an analogous composite functor, first defining a functor j∗! and
then defining j! as the composite with the point-set functor j∗. Just as in sheaves
of abelian groups where j! is exact while j∗ is not, in presheaves of symmetric
spectra, j! will preserve weak equivalences even where j∗ does not. Assume that F
is objectwise levelwise fibrant; then so are the presheaves i∗F (on Ze´t) and i∗i
∗F
constructed above. We have a canonical map (the unit of the i∗, i∗ adjunction)
F → i∗i
∗F , and we define
j∗! F := Fib(F −→ i∗i
∗F),
using the standard path object construction of the homotopy fiber (Definition 5.5.2)
objectwise. The map F → i∗i
∗F is a weak equivalence on the stalks x¯ in Z and
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the trivial map on stalks x¯ in U , and so j∗! F has trivial stalks for x¯ in Z and the
map on stalks j∗! Fx¯ → Fx¯ is a weak equivalence for x¯ in U ; it follows that the
sheaf of homotopy groups π˜∗j
∗
! F is canonically isomorphic to j!j
∗π˜∗F . Now for G
an objectwise levelwise fibrant presheaf of symmetric spectra on Ue´t, the presheaf
j∗G on Ye´t obtained using the point-set functor j∗ is objectwise levelwise fibrant,
and we define
j!G := j
∗
! (j∗G).
We then again have that the homotopy sheaves π˜∗j!G are canonically isomorphic
to j!π˜∗G. We see (as previously mentioned) that j! preserves all weak equivalences
between objectwise levelwise fibrant presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ue´t, even
those that the point-set functor j∗ does not.
We now apply j! in the context of the K(1)-local algebraic K-theory presheaves.
We use the objectwise fibrant presheafKUe´t of symmetric spectra on Ue´t constructed
in the previous section as the model for the K(1)-local K-theory presheaf, and
likewise, when necessary, we use the objectwise fibrant presheaf K
/pn
Ue´t
as the model
for the K(1)-local mod pn K-theory. Since KUe´t is in particular objectwise levelwise
fibrant, we have the presheaf j!KUe´t on Ye´t constructed above. Since KUe´t satisfies
hypercover descent (q.v. §5.5), we can use j∗KUe´t as a model for the derived functor
of j∗ applied to KUe´t . We can now state the following theorem relating j!KUe´t
with the homotopy fiber Fib(κ) of the completion map. The statement is slightly
complicated by the fact that i∗i
∗j∗KUe´t does not necessarily satisfy hypercover
descent.
Theorem 6.3. The p-completion of the hypercohomology symmetric spectrum
H(Ye´t; j!KUe´t) is canonically isomorphic in the stable category to the homotopy fiber
of the completion map
LK(1)K(OF [
1
p ]) −→
∏
ν∈S
LK(1)K(Fν).
The proof of Theorem 6.3 occupies the rest of the section. The strategy is to con-
struct a canonical p-equivalence from i∗j∗KUe´t to a p-complete objectwise fibrant
presheaf F of symmetric spectra on Ze´t that satisfies hypercover descent. Then
i∗F is an objectwise fibrant presheaf of symmetric spectra on Ye´t that satisfies hy-
percover descent, which implies that the path object construction of the homotopy
fiber G = Fib(j∗KUe´t → i∗F) is also. The global section spectrum G(Ye´t) then
represents the p-completion of H(Ye´t; j!KUe´t) and by the construction of F comes
with a weak equivalence to our model Fib(κ) from §5.5 for the homotopy fiber of
the completion map on K(1)-local algebraic K-theory.
To construct the presheaf F in the outline above, we use the henselization Rhν of
the discrete valuation ring (OF )(ν) for ν a prime above p. Letting Y
′ =
∐
specRhν ,
we can identify Z canonically as the set of closed points and U ′ = Y ′ \ Z is canon-
ically isomorphic to
∐
specFhν , where (as above) F
h
ν denotes the field of fractions
of Rhν . Write i
′ and j′ for the inclusions and write b : Y ′ → Y and a : U ′ → U for
the canonical maps. Let F = i′∗j′∗KU ′e´t and more generally, let F
/pn = i′∗j′∗K
/pn
U ′e´t
.
We then have the composite map of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ze´t
i∗j∗KUe´t
∼= i′∗b∗j∗KUe´t −→ i
′∗j′∗a
∗KUe´t −→ i
′∗j′∗KU ′e´t = F
where the first map is induced by the identity i = b◦i′, the second by the base change
morphism, and the last map is the map a∗KUe´t → KU ′e´t adjoint to the canonical map
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KUe´t → a∗KU ′e´t obtained from the identification of both presheaves as restrictions
of the functor K. We likewise have a map of presheaves i∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ F/p
n
.
The functor i′∗ has much better technical properties than the functor i∗, because
for an object V in Ze´t the category of diagrams
V //

W

Z // Y ′
has an initial object VY ′ → Y
′ that can be constructed as follows. Since Z is the
disjoint union of specOF /ν, V is the disjont union of spec of fields, each of which is
a finite separable extension of one of the finite fields OF /ν. We can take VY ′ to be
the disjoint union of spec of the extensions of Rhν that correspond to the extensions
ofOF /ν under the equivalence of the category of finite e´taleOF /ν-algebras with the
category of finite e´tale Rhν -algebras [37, I.4.4]. Abstractly, we can see from this that
hypercover descent for KU ′e´t and K
/pn
U ′
e´t
which implies hypercover descent for j′∗KU ′e´t
and j′∗K
/pn
U ′e´t
implies hypercover descent for F = i′∗j′∗KU ′e´t and F
/pn = i′∗j′∗K
/pn
U ′e´t
.
We can also see from this that the map from F to the inverse limit of the F/p
n
is
an isomorphism.
Concretely, the work of the last paragraph identifies
F(V ) ∼= K(VY ′ ×Y ′ U
′), F/p
n
(V ) ∼= K/p
n
(VY ′ ×Y ′ U
′).
We can now check that the map i∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ F/p
n
is a weak equivalence. For V in
Ze´t connected, V ∼= spec k for a finite separable extension of OF /ν for some ν. We
can then identify VY ′ ×Y ′ U
′ as the field of fractions Fhν (k) of the extension R
h
ν (k)
of Rhν corresponding to k. It follows that F
/pn(V ) ∼= K/p
n
(specFhν (k)). On the
other hand
i∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
(V ) = colimW K
/pn(V ×Y W ).
with the colimit over maps V → W over Y with W e´tale over Y . The system of
maps specFhν (k) → V ×Y W induce the map i
∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
(V ) → F/p
n
(V ). In fact,
specFhν (k) is the inverse limit of this system in the category of schemes (cf. [46,
1.42,1.44]) and standard results [46, 1.43] on mod pn K-theory then show that the
map
colimW K
/pn(V ×Y W ) −→ K
/pn(specFhν (k))
is a weak equivalence. It follows that the map of presheaves i∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
(V ) →
F/p
n
(V ) is a weak equivalence. Since derived smash product with the Moore spec-
tra Mpn commutes with homotopy colimits, each i
∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
is weakly equivalent to
i∗j∗KUe´t/p
n, and we see that the map i∗j∗KUe´t → F is a p-equivalence, i.e., induces
a weak equivalence after derived smash with Mp.
Because i∗ preserves weak equivalences and preserves the property of hyper-
cover descent, Fib(j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ i∗F
/pn) satisfies hypercover descent and the in-
duced map j!K
/pn
Ue´t
→ Fib(j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ i∗F
/pn) is a weak equivalence. Likewise
Fib(j∗KUe´t → F) satisfies hypercover descent and j!KUe´t → Fib(j∗KUe´t → i∗F)
is a p-equivalence. The symmetric spectrum Fib(j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ F/p
n
)(Ye´t) therefore
represents H(Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
) and the symmetric spectrum Fib(j∗KUe´t → F)(Ye´t) rep-
resents the p-completion of H(Ye´t; j!KUe´t).
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By the work above we have a canonical isomorphism
i∗F(Ye´t) ∼= K(
∐
specFhν )
and so we obtain a canonical isomorphism
Fib(j∗KUe´t −→ i∗F)(Ye´t)
∼= Fib
(
K(specOF [
1
p ]) −→ K(
∐
specFhν )
)
.
The canonical map K(
∐
specFhν ) to K(
∐
specFν) is a weak equivalence by Thoma-
son’s theorem [46, 4.1] proving the K(1)-local Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture.
This completes the comparison to our standard model for the homotopy fiber of
the completion map and finishes the proof of Theorem 6.3.
7. Proof of the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem
In this section we prove theK-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem. We deduce
the result from the classical Tate-Poitou duality theorem; more precisely, we use
the formulation in terms of Artin-Verdier duality (6.2). We argue in terms of a
pairing of e´tale descent spectral sequences.
Theorem 7.1. The descent spectral sequences
Es,t2 (Ue´t;K
/pn
Ue´t
) = Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2)) =⇒ π−s+tH(Ue´t;K
/pn
Ue´t
) and
Es,t2 (Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
) = Hs(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2)) =⇒ π−s+tH(Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
)
admit a pairing of the form
Es,tr (Ue´t;K
/pn
Ue´t
)⊗ Es
′,t′
r (Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
) −→ Es+s
′,t+t′
r (Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
)
which converges to the pairing
π−s+tH(Ue´t;K
/pn
Ue´t
)⊗ π−s′+t′H(Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
) −→ π−(s+s′)+(t+t′)H(Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
)
induced from the weak equivalences
K/p
n
(specOF [
1
p ]) ≃ H(Ue´t;K
/pn
Ue´t
), and Fib(κ)/p
n
≃ H(Ye´t; j!K
/pn
Ue´t
)
and the pairing K/p
n
(specOF [
1
p ]) ∧
L Fib(κ)/p
n
→ Fib(κ)/p
n
.
We prove this theorem in the next section In order to apply it, we need to related
the pairing on the E2-term with the pairing in Artin-Verdier duality. We also prove
the following theorem in the next section.
Theorem 7.2. Under the canonical isomorphism
H∗(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2)) ∼= Ext∗Ue´t(Z/p
n(t′/2),Z/pn(t/2 + t′/2))
∼= Ext∗Ye´t(j!Z/p
n(t′/2), j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)),
the multiplication on the E2-term in Theorem 7.1
H∗(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2)) −→ H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2))
coincides with the Yoneda pairing
Ext∗Ye´t(j!Z/p
n(t′/2), j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2))
−→ H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2))
The previous two theorems give all the ingredients we need to prove the K-
theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem.
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Proof of the K-theoretic Tate-Poitou duality theorem. The pairing
K(specOF [
1
p ]) ∧
L Fib(κ) −→ Fib(κ)
and the canonical map
uOF : Fib(κ) −→ Σ
−1IZpS
of (1.5) give a pairing
K(specOF [
1
p ]) ∧
L Fib(κ) −→ Σ−1IZpS,
which induces a map
(7.3) Fib(κ) −→ Σ−1IZp(K(specOF [
1
p ])) ≃ Σ
−1IQ/Z(K(specOF [
1
p ]) ∧
L MQp/Zp).
We need to see that it is a weak equivalence. Since both sides are p-complete, it
suffices to check that (7.3) becomes a weak equivalence after smashing with the
mod p Moore spectrum Mp on both sides. Then we are looking at the map
(7.4)
Fib(κ)/p −→ Σ−1IQ/Z(K(specOF [
1
p ])∧
LMQp/Zp)/p ≃ Σ
−1IQ/Z(K(specOF [
1
p ])/p),
which is adjoint to a map
(7.5) K(specOF [
1
p ])/p ∧
L Fib(κ)/p −→ Σ−1IQ/ZS.
Naturality and the fact that for an odd prime the map
Mp ∧
L Mp ≃ F (Mp,MQp/Zp) ∧
L Mp −→MQp/Zp
induced by evaluation is the same as the composite of the multiplication on Mp
and the inclusion of Mp in MQp/Zp imply that the map (7.5) is the composite of
the multiplication
K(specOF [
1
p ])/p ∧
L Fib(κ)/p −→ Fib(κ)/p
and the map
Fib(κ)/p −→ Fib(κ) ∧L MQp/Zp −→ Σ
−1IQ/ZS
(where Fib(κ) ∧L MQp/Zp → Σ
−1IQ/ZS is the map (1.4) adjoint to uOF ). Because
(6.2) is a perfect pairing, Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2 imply that (7.5) induces a
perfect pairing on homotopy groups
πq(K(specOF [
1
p ])/p)⊗ π−1−q(Fib(κ)/p) −→ Q/Z.
This implies that (7.4) is a weak equivalence, and we conclude that (7.3) is a weak
equivalence. 
In the proof above, we implicitly used the following straightforward result to
deduce a perfect pairing on homotopy groups from the perfect pairing on the E∞-
term of a spectral sequence.
Proposition 7.6. Let
0 = F−1A ⊂ F 0A ⊂ F 1A ⊂ F 2A ⊂ F 3A = A,
0 = F−1B ⊂ F 0B ⊂ F 1B ⊂ F 2B ⊂ F 3B = B
be filtered abelian groups, and let F ∗Q/Z be the filtered abelian group that is Q/Z
in filtration level 3 and above and 0 in filtration levels 2 and below. Let F sA ⊗
F tB → F s+tQ/Z be a filtered homomorphism. If the associated graded pairing
Gr∗A⊗Gr3−∗B → Q/Z is perfect then so is the pairing A⊗B → Q/Z.
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Proof. As a base case, we have that the pairing of filtered abelian groups induces
a perfect pairing of Gr0A = F 0A and Gr3B = B/F 2B. By induction, assume
that the pairing of filtered abelian groups induces a perfect pairing of FnA and
B/F 2−nB, and consider the map
Fn+1A⊗B −→ Q/Z.
Since F 2Q/Z is zero, the restriction to Fn+1A ⊗ F 2−(n+1)B is the zero map, and
so the previous map factors as
Fn+1A⊗B/F 2−(n+1)B −→ Q/Z.
The adjoint map Fn+1A → Hom(B/F 2−(n+1)B,Q/Z) restricts (on subgroups) to
an isomorphism
FnA −→ Hom(B/F 2−nB,Q/Z) = Hom(B/F 3−(n+1)B,Q/Z)
by the inductive hypothesis, and induces (on quotients) an isomorphism
Fn+1A/FnA −→ Hom(B/F 2−(n+1)B,Q/Z)/Hom(B/F 3−(n+1)B,Q/Z)
= Hom(F 3−(n+1)B/F 2−(n+1)B,Q/Z)
by the hypothesis of the theorem, and so is itself an isomorphism by the Five
Lemma. 
8. Construction and analysis of the spectral sequence
This section proves Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. We use the descent spectral sequence
of Jardine [34, §6.1] based on Postnikov towers rather than the original approach of
Thomason based on the Godement construction; these are well-known to be isomor-
phic from E2 onwards. As explained by Dugger [18, §4], using Whitehead towers
in place of Postnikov towers leads to the same spectral sequence but with better
multiplicative properties. In the next section we construct a strongly monoidal
Whitehead tower functor for symmetric spectra with the following properties.
Theorem 8.1. There is a “Whitehead tower” functor W • from symmetric spectra
to towers of symmetric spectra (indexed on Z) and a consistent system of natural
transformations Wm → Id with the following properties:
(i) When T is objectwise fibrant, each WmT is a (non-fibrant) Ω-spectrum,
i.e., the level fibrant replacement of WmT is fibrant in the stable model
category of symmetric spectra.
(ii) When T is objectwise fibrant, each mapWmT → T is an (m−1)-connective
cover, i.e., πqW
mT = 0 for q < m and πqW
mT → πqT is an isomorphism
for q ≥ m.
(iii) W • comes with a pairing of the form
Wm1T1 ∧W
m2T2 −→W
m1+m2(T1 ∧ T2)
which is natural in m1,m2, T1, T2 and commutes with the structure maps
W •T1 → T1, W
•T2 → T2, and W
•(T1 ∧ T2)→ T1 ∧ T2.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 7.1. We start with the presheaf of symmetric
spectra K
/pn
Ue´t
on Ue´t and apply W
• objectwise to obtain a tower of presheaves
of symmetric spectra on Ue´t. Applying a monoidal objectwise levelwise fibrant
approximation functor L, then each LW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
) is objectwise fibrant. Applying
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the monoidal functor G, the Godement construction, each GLW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
) satisfies
hypercover descent, the homotopy cofiber
Cof(GLW t+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
) −→ GLW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
))
also satisfies hypercover descent. As an abbreviation, we write
Ct(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)) = (GLW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
), GLW t+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
))
for the pair given by the map GLW t+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
)→ GLW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
), so that
π∗C
t(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ue´t)) ∼= π∗ Cof(GLW
t+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
) −→ GLW t(K
/pn
Ue´t
))
Then since π˜tK
/pn
Ue´t
∼= Z/pn(t/2), we get a canonical isomorphism
π−s+tC
t(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ue´t)) ∼= H
s(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2)).
The tower GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ue´t) then in the standard way gives a spectral sequence
(after the standard Whitehead/Postnikov Atiyah-Hirzebruch renumbering)
Es,t2 := π−s+t(GLW
t(K
/pn
Ue´t
), GLW t+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
)) ∼= Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2))
abutting to the colimit
colimπ−s+tGLW
•(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ue´t).
Because holimGLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ue´t) ≃ ∗, the spectral sequence converges condition-
ally [7, 5.10] Because Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2)) is only non-zero in a finite range, the
spectral sequence converges strongly [7, 6.1], and moreover the colimit abutment
is canonically isomorphic to π−s+tK
/pn
Ue´t
(Ue´t) by the comparison map (by Propo-
sition 5.3.2). This is essentially a standard construction of the descent spectral
sequence, cf. [34, §6.1], but because of the pairing property of W • above and
monoidality of L and G, the spectral sequence is now multiplicative with multi-
plication on the E2-term induced by the cup product, converging to the multipli-
cation on the homotopy groups of K
/pn
Ue´t
(Ue´t) induced by the A2 structure. The
construction of the pairing on the spectral sequence works just like in [17, 5.1];
while the construction there is written in terms of point-set pairings of towers of
based spaces, the same formulation works for point-set pairings of towers of fibrant
symmetric spectra.
For the spectral sequence on Fib(κ), we look at the map of towers (in •) of
presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ye´t
j∗GLW
•K
/pn
Ue´t
−→ i∗i
∗j∗GLW
•K
/pn
Ue´t
−→ G(i∗i
∗j∗GLW
•K
/pn
Ue´t
).
The homotopy fiber of the first map is by definition j!GLW
•K
/pn
Ue´t
and we denote the
homotopy fiber of the composite map as X •; the comparison map j!GLW
• → X •
is a weak equivalence, with X • satisfying hypercover descent. The pair CtX • =
(X t,X t+1) given by the map X t+1 → X t then has homotopy groups
π−s+tC
tX (Ye´t) ∼= H
s(Ye´t; j!π˜−tK
/pn
Ue´t
)
(canonically) and the tower X •(Ye´t) gives a spectral sequence
Es,t2 := π−s+t(X
t(Ye´t),X
t+1(Ye´t)) ∼= H
s(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2))
abutting to the colimit
colimπ−s+tX
•(Ye´t).
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Again because the homotopy limit of X • is trivial and Hs(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2)) is
only non-zero in a finite range, the spectral sequence converges strongly, and
π−s+t holimX
•(Ye´t) is canonically isomorphic to π−s+t Fib(κ) by the comparison
map. The pairing property of W • induces a pairing
GUe´tLW
tK
/pn
Ue´t
(Ue´t) ∧ X
t′(Ye´t) = j∗GYe´tLW
tK
/pn
Ue´t
(Ye´t) ∧ X
t′(Ye´t) −→ X
t+t′(Ye´t),
inducing a pairing of spectral sequences.
Finally we need to compare this pairing with our standard model
K/p
n
(specOF [
1
p ]) ∧ Fib(κ)
/pn −→ Fib(κ)/p
n
for the pairing of the K(1)-local mod pn algebraic K-theory and the fiber. But this
is straightforward using the weak equivalence i∗j∗K
/pn
Ue´t
→ i′∗j′∗K
/pn
U ′e´t
(= F/p
n
) in
the proof of Theorem 6.3 (in the notation of Section 6).
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. Next we need to identify the multipli-
cation on the E2-term, which takes the form
Hs(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2))⊗Hs
′
(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2)) −→ Hs+s
′
(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)).
In the notation above, the multiplication is induced by the map of pairs
j∗C
t(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ye´t)) ∧ C
t′X •(Ye´t) −→ C
t+t′X •(Ye´t)
induced by the corresponding map of pairs. By construction the homotopy cofiber
of the pair CtX •(Ye´t) is a model for the hypercohomology spectrum
H(Ye´t; Σ
tj!HZ/p
n(t/2))
where we have written HF for an objectwise fibrant model of the Eilenberg-Mac
Lane presheaf of symmetric spectra on the sheaf of abelian groups F . Likewise, if
we write j∗C
t′(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ye´t)) for the pair
(j∗GLW
t′(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ye´t), j∗GLW
t′+1(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ye´t))
then the homotopy cofiber of the pair j∗C
t′(GLW •(K
/pn
Ue´t
)(Ye´t)) is a model for the
hypercohomology spectrum
H(Ye´t; Σ
t′Rj∗HZ/p
n(t′/2)).
Thus, we can identify the induced map on homotopy groups as the composite of
the cup product
H∗(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t′/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2))
∼= π−∗H(Ye´t;Rj∗HZ/p
n(t′/2))⊗ π−∗H(Ye´t; j!HZ/p
n(t/2))
−→ π−∗(H(Ye´t;Rj∗HZ/p
n(t′/2)) ∧L H(Ye´t; j!HZ/p
n(t/2)))
−→ π−∗(H(Ye´t; j!HZ/p
n(t/2) ∧L Rj∗HZ/p
n(t′/2)))
and the map on hypercohomology spectra induced by a map
Rj∗HZ/p
n(t′/2) ∧L j!HZ/p
n(t/2) −→ j!HZ/p
n(t/2 + t′/2) ≃ Hj!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)
induced by the pairing. We have a canonical isomorphism in the stable category of
presheaves of symmetric spectra
Rj∗HZ/p
n(t/2) ∧L j!HZ/p
n(t′/2) ≃ j!(HZ/p
n(t/2) ∧L HZ/pn(t′/2))
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and since the target
j!HZ/p
n(t/2 + t′/2) ≃ Hj!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)
is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane presheaf, the map is determined by the factorization
through the coconnective cover
j!(HZ/p
n(t/2) ∧L HZ/pn(t′/2))(−∞, 0] ≃ j!(HZ/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)).
By looking at stalks, we see that the self-map of j!(HZ/p
n(t/2+t′/2)) is the identity.
As a consequence, it follows that the map
H∗(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2)) −→ H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2))
on the E2-term in Theorem 7.1 factors through the corresponding cup product map
in the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on Ye´t,
H∗(Ue´t;Z/p
n(t/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2))
= H∗(Ye´t;Rj∗Z/p
n(t/2))⊗H∗(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2))
−→ H∗(HAb(Ye´t;Rj∗Z/p
n(t/2))⊗L HAb(Ye´t; j!Z/p
n(t′/2)))
−→ H∗(Ye´t;Rj∗Z/p
n(t/2)⊗L j!Z/p
n(t′/2))
∼= H∗(Ye´t; j!(Z/p
n(t/2)⊗L Z/pn(t′/2)))
−→ H∗(Ye´t, j!(Z/p
n(t/2)⊗ Z/pn(t′/2)))
∼= H∗(Ye´t, j!Z/p
n(t/2 + t′/2)).
Here we have written HAb(Ye´t;−) for the hypercohomology object of a sheaf of
abelian groups (an object in the derived category of abelian groups) and H∗(Ye´t;−)
for its hypercohomology groups H∗(HAb(Ye´t;−)).
This identifies the multiplication on the E2 term in terms of the cup product,
and Theorem 7.2 now follows from the basic relationship between the cup product
and the Yoneda product in the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on
Ye´t, cf. [37, §5.1]: For sheaves of abelian groups F and G, the following diagram in
the derived category commutes
HAb(Ye´t;RHom(F ,G)) ⊗
L HAb(Ye´t;F) //
≃

HAb(Ye´t;RHom(F ,G)⊗
L F)

RHom(F ,G)⊗L HAb(Ye´t;F) // HAb(Ye´t;G)
where the top arrow is the cup product and the bottom arrow and righthand arrows
are the appropriate evaluation maps. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Remark 8.2. Although not in the statement of Theorem 7.1, the proof gives an ar-
gument that the descent spectral sequence is multiplicative, with multiplication on
the E2-term induced by the cup product in e´tale cohomology and converging (under
the usual hypotheses) to the multiplication on K(1)-local algebraic K-theory. This
can also be proved directly using Thomason’s descent spectral sequence (using the
Godement resolution without the Whitehead tower) and the analysis of the homo-
topy group spectral sequence of cosimplicial resolution of Bousfield-Kan [10]. The
comparison of Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences in [25, Appendix B] adapts to
prove that the Whitehead tower construction of the descent spectral sequence and
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the Godement resolution construction of the spectral sequence are isomorphic from
E2 onward.
9. A multiplicative Whitehead tower functor for symmetric spectra
In this section, we establish Theorem 8.1 by constructing the multiplicative
Whitehead tower functor. The basic construction is as follows.
Construction 9.1. For each triple of non-negative integers i, j, k, let φi,j,k be the
map of symmetric spectra
φi,j,k : Fi sd
j ∂∆k+ −→ Fi sd
j ∆k+
where Fi is the left adjoint to evaluation at the ith spot, ∂∆
k → ∆k is the in-
clusion of the boundary in the standard k-simplex, and sdj is the jth iterate of
the barycentric subdivision functor on simplicial complexes (with sd0 understood
to be the identity). For shorthand, we also write Ai,j,k and Bi,j,k for domain and
codomain (respectively), and as base case for an induction, we let φ(1;((i,j,k))) =
φi,j,k, A(1;((i,j,k))) = Ai,j,k, and B(1;(i,j,k)) = Bi,j,k. For each positive integer n and
each n-tuple of triples of non-negative integers ~s = ((i1, j1, k1), . . . , (in, jn, kn)),
inductively define φ(n;~s) to be the map
φ(n−1;~r)φin,jn,kn : A(n−1;~r) ∧Bin,jn,kn ∪A(n−1;~r)∧Ain,jn,kn B(n−1;~r) ∧Ain,jn,kn
−→ B(n−1;~r) ∧Bin,jn,kn
where ~r = ((i1, j1, k1), . . . , (in−1, jn−1, kn−1)). We let IS be the set indexing these
ordered pairs (n;~s) (for all n). Then each element (n;~s) of IS indexes a “cell” φ(n;~s)
of formal dimension
∑
(kℓ − iℓ) ∈ Z. Let I
d
S denote the subset of IS indexing the
cells of formal dimension d.
Given a symmetric spectrum T , define the symmetric spectrum WmT and map
WmT → T as follows: Let Wmℓ T = ∗ for ℓ < m. For ℓ ≥ m, inductively we have
Wmℓ−1T → T , and we let W
m
ℓ T → T be the symmetric spectrum and map obtained
from the pushout in the commutative diagram
∨
(n;~s)∈Iℓ
S
∨
α
A(n;~s)
∨∨
gα

∨∨
φ(n;~s)
//
∨
(n;~s)∈Iℓ
S
∨
α
B(n;~s)
∨∨
hα

Wmℓ−1T
// T
where the outer wedge is indexed over the set IℓS indexing the cells of formal di-
mension ℓ and (for each fixed (n;~s) ∈ IℓS) the inner wedge α is indexed on the set
of commutative diagrams
A(n;~s)
φ(n;~s)
//
g

B(n;~s)
h

Wmℓ−1T
// T
Let WmT = colimWmℓ T and let W
mT → T be the induced map.
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The following is clear from the construction and the simplicial approximation
theorem.
Proposition 9.2. Wm is an endofunctor on symmetric spectra and Wm → Id is
a natural transformation. For each symmetric spectrum T and each i ≥ 0, the map
on ith spaces WmT (i)→ T (i) is an (m+ i− 1)-connected cover. In other words, if
m+ i < 1, then WmT (i)→ T (i) is a weak equivalence; if m+ i ≥ 1, then WmT (i)
is (m+ i− 1)-connected and the map WmT (i)→ T (i) induces an isomorphism on
πq for q ≥ m+ i.
Next we extend Construction 9.1 to a coaugmented tower.
Construction 9.3. For m ∈ Z, let Wm+1 → Wm be the natural transformation
constructed inductively as follows. For ℓ ≤ m,Wm+1ℓ T = ∗ and the mapW
m+1
ℓ T →
Wmℓ T is the unique map. Having constructed W
m+1
ℓ T → W
m
ℓ T consistent with
the augmentation to T , then every cell used to build Wm+1ℓ+1 T from W
m+1
ℓ T ,
A(n;~s)
φ(n;~s)
//

B(n;~s)

Wm+1ℓ T
// Wmℓ T
// T
specifies a corresponding cell used to build Wmℓ+1T from W
m
ℓ T . Let W
m+1
ℓ+1 T →
Wm+1ℓ+1 T be the induced map on pushouts and W
m+1T → WmT the induced map
on colimits.
Next we construct the pairing.
Construction 9.4. Given symmetric spectra T1, T2 and m1,m2 ∈ Z, construct
the natural map
Wm1T1 ∧W
m2T2 −→W
m1+m2(T1 ∧ T2)
as follows. For ℓ ∈ Z, let
F ℓ = colimℓ1+ℓ2≤ℓW
m1
ℓ1
T1 ∧W
m2
ℓ2
T2.
For ℓ1, ℓ2 with ℓ1 < m1 or ℓ2 < m2, W
m1T1 ∧W
m2T2 = ∗, so in particular F
ℓ = ∗
for ℓ < m1 +m2. For ℓ ≥ m1 +m2, F
ℓ is the pushout∨
ℓ1+ℓ2=ℓ
∨
(n1,~s1)∈I
ℓ1
S
(n2,~s2)∈I
ℓ2
S
∨
α1,α2
dom(φ(n1,~s1)φ(n2,~s2))
//

∨∨∨
cod(φ(n1,~s1)φ(n2,~s2))

F ℓ−1 // F ℓ
where (for fixed (n1, ~s1) ∈ I
ℓ1
S ) α1 indexes the diagrams defining the (n1, ~s1)-cells
for Wm1ℓ1 T1, and likewise α2 indexes the diagrams defining the (n2, ~s2)-cells for
Wm2ℓ2 T2, the top map is the wedge of maps φ(n1,~s1)φ(n2,~s2) and the lefthand ver-
tical map is induced by the attaching maps for the cells. The associativity isomor-
phism for the smash product of symmetric spectra gives a canonical isomorphism
between φ(n1,~s1)φ(n2,~s2) and φ(n1+n2,~s1·~s2) where “~s1 · ~s2” denotes concatenation
of sequences. Using this isomorphism on the domain, the inductively defined map
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F ℓ−1 → Wm1+m2ℓ−1 (T1 ∧ T2), and the augmentation F
ℓ → T1 ∧ T2, we get a func-
tion from the set of cells in the diagram above to the set of cells constructing
Wm1+m2ℓ (T1 ∧ T2) from W
m1+m2
ℓ−1 (T1 ∧ T2). We then get an induced map on the
pushout F ℓ → Wm1+m2ℓ (T1 ∧ T2). Using the identification of W
m1T1 ∧W
m2T2 as
the colimit of F ℓ, we get an induced map Wm1T1 ∧W
m2T2 →W
m1+m2(T1 ∧ T2).
The following is clear from the construction.
Proposition 9.5. For all symmetric spectra T1, T2, and integers m1,m2, the fol-
lowing diagram commutes.
Wm1+1T1 ∧W
m2+1T2

// Wm1+m2+2(T1 ∧ T2)

Wm1+1T1 ∧W
m2+1T2

oo
Wm1+1T1 ∧W
m2T2

// Wm1+m2+1(T1 ∧ T2)

Wm1T1 ∧W
m2+1T2

oo
Wm1T1 ∧W
m2T2
**❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
// Wm1+m2(T1 ∧ T2)

Wm1T1 ∧W
m2T2
tt✐✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐✐
✐
oo
T1 ∧ T2
Remark 9.6. By construction, each WmT is a cell complex for the cells described
above and each map WmT → Wm−1T is the inclusion of a subcomplex. If we let
W−∞T = colimW−mT , then W−∞T is itself a cell complex, and in particular
a cofibrant symmetric spectrum. The smash product and restriction diagrams
above then simplify to make W−∞ into a monoidal (but not symmetric monoidal)
cofibrant approximation functor for symmetric spectra (in both the level and stable
model structures).
10. The transfer in Thomason’s descent spectral sequence
In this section, we state and prove the folklore result establishing the compat-
ibility of Thomason’s descent spectral sequence with the transfer; we used this in
Section 1 to construct the canonical map Fib(κ)→ Σ−1IZpS in the duality pairing.
We consider the case of a finite e´tale map f : Y → X . In that case an algebraic
vector bundle over Y by restriction becomes a vector bundle over X ; this induces
the K-theory transfer. For a sheaf of abelian groups F on Xe´t, we have a canonical
map [2, IX.(5.1.2)]
tr : f∗f
∗F −→ F
characterized by performing the codiagonal map on stalks
(f∗f
∗F)x¯
∼=
−→
⊕
y¯∈f−1(x¯)
(f∗F)y¯
∼=
−→
⊕
#(f−1(x¯))
Fx¯ −→ Fx¯
under the canonical identifications (where y ∈ f−1(x¯) is shorthand for y¯ : k(x)s → Y
is a map whose composite with f is x¯). The transfer in e´tale cohomology is the
composite map
H∗e´t(Y ; f
∗F) ∼= H∗e´t(X ;Rf∗(f
∗F)) ∼= H∗e´t(X ; f∗f
∗F)
tr∗−−→ H∗e´t(X ;F).
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In the case when X and Y are fields, this becomes the usual group cohomology
transfer under the canonical identification of e´tale cohomology with Galois coho-
mology. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem 10.1. Let Y → X be a finite e´tale map of schemes satisfying the hy-
potheses of [46, 4.1]. Then the e´tale cohomology transfer on E2-terms induces a map
of descent spectral sequences that converges to the K(1)-local K-theory transfer.
The proof occupies the remainder of the section.
First consider the presheaves of symmetric spectra K
/pn
Xe´t
on Xe´t and K
/pn
Ye´t
on Ye´t.
Functoriality of K/p
n
for all maps induces a map
φ : f∗(K
/pn
Xe´t
) −→ K
/pn
Ye´t
.
of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Ye´t. Since under the hypotheses on X and
Y , φ is a weak equivalence on stalks and K
/pn
Ye´t
satisfies hypercover descent, f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
gives a model for the derived functor Rf∗(f
∗K
/pn
Xe´t
). This model does not admit a
rigid version of the K-theory transfer, but we can produce a model that does. We
prove the following lemma at the end of the section.
Lemma 10.2. There exists an objectwise fibrant presheaf of symmetric spectra
K
/pn
f on Xe´t with an objectwise levelwise equivalence of presheaves of symmetric
spectra K
/pn
f → f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
on Xe´t and a map of presheaves of symmetric spectra
tr : K
/pn
f −→ K
/pn
Xe´t
on Xe´t such that the composite map in the stable category
K/p
n
(Y ×X V ) ≃ K
/pn
f (V ) −→ K
/pn(V )
is the K(1)-local K-theory transfer for every V → X in Xe´t.
Thomason’s descent spectral sequence for Y is the cosimplicial homotopy group
spectral sequence for the Godement resolution of K
/pn
Ye´t
. If we choose geometric
points for Y consistent with those for X (meaning that f(y¯) = f(y)), then we have
a commutative diagram
Y¯disc
q
//
g

Y
f

X¯disc p
// X
where X¯disc and Y¯disc denote disjoint union of the chosen geometric points as in
Section 5.3. Define
g∗ : S
Y¯disc −→ SX¯disc
to be the functor such that the x¯ coordinate of g∗((Ty¯)) is the product of Ty¯ over
g(y¯) = x¯. By inspection, the modified direct and inverse image functors from
Section 5.3
(10.3) p∗ : P(Xe´t,S)
// SX¯disc : p∗oo q
∗ : P(Ye´t,S)
// SY¯disc : q∗oo
admit a base change morphism
χ : p∗f∗ −→ g∗q
∗
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and a functoriality isomorphism
θ : p∗g∗
∼=
−→ f∗q∗.
Moreover, χ and θ are compatible with the adjunctions (10.3) in the sense that
(i) for any presheaf of symmetric spectra F on Ye´t, the composite map
f∗F
ηX
−−→ p∗p
∗f∗F
p∗χ
−−−→ p∗g∗q
∗F
θ
−→ f∗q∗q
∗F
is f∗ηY where ηX denotes the unit of the p
∗, p∗ adjunction and ηY denotes
the unit of the q∗, q∗ adjunction, and
(ii) for any object F of SY¯disc , the composite map
p∗p∗g∗F
p∗θ
−−−→ p∗f∗q∗F
χ
−→ g∗q
∗q∗F
g∗ǫY
−−−→ g∗F
is ǫX , where ǫX denotes the counit of the p
∗, p∗ adjunction and ǫY denotes
the counit of the q∗, q∗ adjunction.
We then have the following immediate consequence.
Proposition 10.4. The natural transformations χ and θ induce a natural trans-
formation of cosimplicial presheaves of symmetric spectra on Xe´t
G•Xe´tf∗ −→ f∗G
•
Ye´t
.
Returning to the case of K
/pn
Ye´t
, the cosimplicial filtrations on GXe´t(f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
)(X)
and GYe´t(K
/pn
Ye´t
)(Y ) = f∗GYe´t(K
/pn
Ye´t
)(X) induce homotopy group spectral sequences
and the maps above induce maps on spectral sequences. Note that for varying s and
fixed t, the Es,t1 -term with E1 differential for each spectral sequence is the global
sections of a flasque resolution
Is = Ns(π˜t(G
•
Xe´t(f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
))), or
Is = Ns(f∗π˜t(G
•
Ye´t(K
/pn
Ye´t
)))
of π˜t(f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
) (where Ns denotes the intersection of the kernel of the degenera-
cies in a cosimplicial object). It follows that the map of spectral sequences is an
isomorphism on E2. Thus, the map in Proposition 10.4 induces an isomorphism
from E2 onward between the homotopy group spectral sequence for the cosimplicial
symmetric spectrum G•Xe´t(K
/pn
f )(X) and Thomason’s descent spectral sequence for
the mod pn K(1)-local K-theory of Y .
The objectwise levelwise weak equivalence K
/pn
f → f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
induces an isomor-
phism on E1-terms for the homotopy spectral sequence. Combining this isomor-
phism with the isomorphism of the previous paragraph, the map of presheaves of
symmetric spectra on Xe´t from K
/pn
f to K
/pn
Xe´t
induces a map of spectral sequences
(from E2 onward) from Thomason’s descent spectral sequence for K
/pn(Y ) to the
one for K/p
n
(X), converging to the K(1)-local K-theory transfer. By inspection,
the map on E2-terms is the e´tale cohomology transfer.
This completes the proof of Theorem 10.1 except Lemma 10.2, which we now
prove.
Proof of Lemma 10.2. For V → X an object in Xe´t, let Cf(V ) be the category
where an object consists of a big vector bundle η on V ×X Y , a big vector bundle
γ on V and an isomorphism γV ∼= f∗η(V×XY ), where γV and η(V×XY ) denote the
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restriction to (small) vector bundles on V and V ×X Y , respectively, and f∗η(V×XY )
is the pushdown (restriction of scalars) of η(V×XY ) to a (small) vector bundle on
V . We have a forgetful functor u from Cf(V ) to the category VBig(V ×X Y ) of big
vector bundles on V ×XY and a “transfer” functor tr : Cf(V )→ VBig(V ), defined by
remembering just η or just γ, respectively. We make Cf (V ) a Waldhausen category
by defining the weak equivalences and cofibrations via the forgetful functor u. We
can then form the Waldhausen K-theory of Cf (V ) as in Section 5.5. The functors
u and tr are exact, and we get induced maps on K-theory spectra. We produce
K
/pn
f by the same recipe as K
/pn as in Section 5.5 except we work in the vanilla
category of symmetric spectra as the K-theory of Cf(V ) does not have a canonical
A2-structure (and the transfer map of spectral sequences is not multiplicative even
on E2-terms). There is a canonical map from functorial factorization in symmetric
spectra to the functorial factorization in A2 symmetric spectra. This constructs
an objectwise weak equivalence u : K
/pn
f → f∗K
/pn
Ye´t
and a map tr : K
/pn
f → K
/pn
Xe´t
inducing the K-theory transfer. 
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